
GOVERNOR'S OFFICE OF GENERAL COUNSEL
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

2301 N. Cameron Street • Room 201
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17110-9408

OFFICE OF CHIEF COUNSEL Tel: 717-787-8744
Fax: 717-787-1270

April 3, 2008

Kim Kaufman, Director
Independent Regulatory Review Commission
333 Market Street, 14T H Floor
Harrisburg, PA 17120

Re: ADVANCE NOTICE OF FINAL RULEMAKING
7 Pa. Code Chapter 139
Amusement Rides and Attractions Erected Permanently
or Temporarily at Carnivals, Fairs and Amusement Parks
I.D. No. 2-102

Dear Mr. Kaufman:

The Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture (Department) intends to provide interested
persons a second opportunity to offer comments with respect to the proposed revisions to the
above-referenced regulations.

The proposed rulemaking was published in the June 30, 2007 edition of the Pennsylvania
Bulletin (37 Pa.B. 2823), and afforded the public a 30-day comment period. Comments were
received from several amusement park operations, as well as from the Independent Regulatory
Review Commission.

In the process of drafting the proposed rulemaking, the Department made a commitment to the
Amusement Ride Safety Advisory Board that it would offer this second comment period. To this
end, the Department will publish an "Advance Notice of Final Rulemaking" in the April 19, 2008
edition of the Pennsylvania Bulletin. This notice will: (1) refer readers to the Department's
website (www.agriculture.state.pa.us), where a draft of the final-form regulation will be available
for viewing or downloading; and (2) afford persons until 4:00 p.m. on Tuesday, May 6, 2008
within which to deliver additional written comments to the Department.

I have enclosed a copy of the draft final-form regulation for your convenience. If I may be of
further information or assistance, please advise.

^pkA/"
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^Aj
Counsel



DRAFT Final-Form Regulation

This document is a Draft Final-Form Regulation of the Pennsylvania Department of
Agriculture (PDA). It would amend the current regulations relating to amusement rides
and amusement attractions.

PDA published its proposed rulemaking on June 23, 2007, at 37 Pennsylvania Bulletin
2823. The proposed rulemaking may be viewed at the Pennsylvania Bulletin website:
www.pabulletin.com. %/*\

PDA received a number of comments with respect to the proposed mlemaking/jgnd'hiade
a number of changes to the draft final-form regulation as a result. Languag^%#fis
proposed to be added to the final-form regulation is capitalized. Langu&g##a't is
proposed to be deleted from the final-form regulation is struck-throug

Interested persons are invited to comment on this document. ^ri4#^bmments should
be in writing, and should be delivered to the following indiviiulwo later than 4:00
p.m. on Tuesday, May 6,2008: *>(£"

Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture H

Bureau of Ride and Measurement Standard^
ATTN: John Dillabaugh, Director ^ *
2301 North Cameron Street
Harrisburg, PA 17110-9408 ^

The text of the draft final-form regu^t^n follows.

» FINAL RULEMAKING
\7*F

•fj.. / Title 7-AGRICULTURE
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

[7 PA. CODE CH. 139]
Amusement Rides and Attractions Erected Permanently or

Temporarily at Carnivals, Fairs and Amusement Parks

The Department of Agriculture (Department) hereby amends Chapter 139 (relating to
amusement rides and attractions erected permanently or temporarily at carnivals, fairs
and amusement parks) to read as set forth in Annex A.

Statutory Authority



The Amusement Ride Inspection Act (Act) (4 P. S. §§ 401 - 419) provides the legal
authority for this final-form regulation.

Section 4 of the Act (4 P. S. § 404) prescribes the powers and duties of the Department
with respect to amusement rides and authorizes the Department to adopt regulations
necessary to its administration of the provisions of the Act.

Purpose of the Final-Form Regulation

The final-form regulation updates the Department's amusement ride and amuse
attraction regulations to reflect developments in the amusement ride and amus
attractions industry in the 21 years since current regulations were last update!.^rBbves
these regulations into greater conformity with well-regarded National ijad̂ utsfrVi standards
for the safe erection and operation of amusement rides and amusement #&a&ions (the
American Society for Testing Materials International F-24 Commi%&SjWards) and
provides a clearer set of standards for the regulated community. L^%

The amusement ride and amusement attraction industry i s ^ v l l p driving industry.
Amusement rides that are common today, such as inflatab1^]J©»nce rides, climbing walls
and water rides, were not in widespread use when the currenwegulations were last
amended. In addition, as the Department has carried-ois^rte responsibilities in
administering and enforcing the current regulationgb%i4he years, it has identified
provisions that are unclear, that are inconsistgnt/Wttf^the act or that are not as
comprehensive or detailed as their counter^&pkpmvisions in the American Society for
Testing Materials International F-24 Comnunpe Standards.

Comments and Responses

A notice of proposed rulem%if%,was published at 37 Pennsylvania Bulletin 2823 (June
23, 2007), affording the publlC the Legislature and the Independent Regulatory Review
Commission (IRRC) the opportunity to offer comments. Comments were received from
IRRC, Hersheypark^ennywood Entertainment, Inc. (Kennywood) and the Pennsylvania
State Association^ Township Supervisors. A summary of these comments and the
Department's fWbnses follows:

Comrptmt A While offering a number of specific comments addressed below,
KennyW@&also offered general support for the Department's effort to provide needed
reedSWry guidance to park operators. The Pennsylvania Association of Township
Supervisors also offered its agreement with the need for an updating the amusement ride
regulations.

Response: The Department acknowledges these comments, and agrees the final-form
regulation will provide helpful guidance to the regulated community.

Comment 2: With respect to proposed § 139.1 (relating to scope), IRRC asked ".. .who
is responsible for ensuring the safety of users of rented inflatable devices or similar
devices?" To focus its question, IRRC offered the example of a neighborhood



association that rents an amusement ride for an event, and raised questions as to who
would be responsible for the proper operation of the ride, whether the ride would be
considered a "commercially used" ride if the riders were not charged a fee to use the ride,
and the extent to which the entity that rented the ride to the neighborhood association
remains responsible for its operation.

Response: An owner of an amusement ride that is to be operated within this
Commonwealth is required to register the ride with the Department, inspect it regularly in
accordance with the Act, obtain required minimum insurance coverage in accordance^,
with the Act, and see that the ride is erected and operated in accordance with the ,,,^\^f

manufacturer's instructions. Entities that rent amusement rides to third partfe| % ^
various approaches to meeting these requirements. Some transport the ride tfe^n^site,
erect it and provide trained operators for the ride. Some deliver the ridt^pfo^ide written
instructions as to erection and operation, and retrieve the ride at the end^o^ne rental.
Some leave pick-up, delivery, erection, operation and return entirely/fe^le person who
rents the ride, and provide instructions. Whatever the approach o^hWntity that rents
and amusement ride, basic responsibility for compliance wjtk th^jLctiand its attendant
regulations rests with the ride owner. \Jsmm*

The Department acknowledges that the ride rental industry^ particularly the segment
of that industry that rents inflatable bounce rides - is a-4omparatively new segment of the
amusement ride industry and is not squarely addre#e%in the Act. The Act (at 4 P.S. §
409) describes the circumstances under which^ thg-y&partment is authorized to issue a
variance from any rule, regulation or stand^&r&hting to amusement rides. The
Department has issued a variance with respeS^to certain entities that rent inflatable
bounce rides, modifying certain pre-opeWion inspection and itinerary requirements and
acknowledging that it shall monitor ahAr if necessary - revise the variance if necessary.
The Department intends to seek to&d^e the Act more specifically address this segment of
the amusement ride industr^% m^ next occasion it is amended.

Under the example provid&^y IRRC in this comment, the rented ride would be a
"commercially used" amusement ride even if the riders were not charged a fee. The
proposed definition^ the term "commercially used" is set forth in § 139.2 (relating to
definitions). Und& th^t definition, the rented ride in the hypothetical would be "...
offered for useifefpersons in consideration of payment of a ... rental fee ... as a condition
of use ofthe^#de% attraction." The entity that owns the ride and rents it to a third
person makefile payment of a rental fee a condition of that third person's use of the ride,
so the4##f'that ride is a "commercial use."

Wi&r&pect to IRRC's question as to the extent to which the entity that rents a ride to a
th&Lp&ty remains responsible for its operation, the entity that rents the ride to a third
party is required to have the minimum insurance coverage required under the Act, and is
ultimately responsible for the safe operation of its ride.

Comment 3: With respect to inflatable amusement rides and other rented amusement
rides, IRRC sought clarification as to how and when inspections occur for inflatable
devices and other amusement rides or attractions that are rented out to private groups or
families. IRRC asked whether these inspections occur when the rides or attractions are
rented and erected, and recommended this be explained in the final-form regulation.



Response: All amusement rides - including rented amusement rides - must be
inspected in accordance with the requirements of the Act (at 4 P.S. § 407), unless they are
exempted from these requirements in accordance with a variance issued by the
Department under authority the Act (at 4 P.S. § 409). A variance issued by the
Department on July 17, 1998 defines an "inflatable bounce ride rental entity," and
exempts certain inflatable rides from the inspection and itinerary requirements imposed
by the Act, but requires the inflatable bounce ride rental entity to file an inspection
affidavit with PDA, reflecting that the ride has been inspected no more than one montjj in
advance of the rental. „, %^

Comment 4: Kennywood noted the increase in Halloween and Fall Harvest^easonal
attractions in recent years, and recommended that the final-form regulation |ftale clear
that these attractions fall within the scope of the Act. The referenced atjrlf,lions include
"haunted houses," corn mazes and other attractions. Kennywood b d i ^ p that a number
of these attractions do not comply with the Act and its attendant ̂ eQjaJions. Kennywood
also offered that enforcement should be without regard to wh|th^ythfe*%ttractions are
temporary or part of established amusement parks, or whe$hg&#perated by for-profit or
non-profit entities.

Response: For the reasons that follow, the Depajfti%it declines to attempt to modify or
expand upon the statutory definition of an amusempmt ride or an-amusement attraction,
but acknowledges that these definitions preljpt enforcement challenges for the
Department. y\

The Department agrees that there hasBe&i a proliferation of the type of rides and
attractions described in this commentfAa is the case with amusement ride rental entities
(See Comment and Response % ab̂ Tv̂ f; this new and growing segment of the amusement
industry is not squarely addr^ea^rf the Act; and the Department intends to seek to have
the Act more specifically addles, s this segment of the amusement ride industry on the next
occasion it is amended. 9

The Act defines y$sht constitutes an "amusement ride" and what constitutes an
"amusement atrra&ion^ and the Department's authority is limited by those definitions.
Although a "haitefed house" in a building or structure clearly falls within the definition of
an "amusen^mawkaction," there are such things as "haunted trails," "haunted forests,"
"hauntejdjXor^ mazes" and similar attractions that are held entirely outdoors. If no
buildif%@##tructure is involved in the attraction, it would not fit within the Act's
d^nUw'b f an "amusement attraction." This is illustrative of some of the enforcement
issWJie Department faces in this general area. Against this backdrop, the Department
pursues registration of every "haunted house" and other operation that constitutes an
"amusement ride" or "amusement attraction," of which it is aware, and will work with the
commentator to identify any such ride or attraction that is not operated in compliance
with the Act.

The Department agrees with the commentator that enforcement of the Act should be
without regard to whether the subject amusement ride or amusement attraction is
temporary or part of an established amusement park, or whether operated by a for-profit
or non-profit entity.



Comment 5: Kennywood recommended the final-form regulation define what
constitutes an "accident" for purposes of reporting accidents involving serious injury or
illness, or death. The commentator offered that: "Overstating the number of real
accidents could mislead the media and the legislature as to the safety of the rides." The
commentator also offered the following definition:

"Accident" - A mechanical, electrical or structural defect or malfunction that
results in the failure of the ride or attraction to operate as designed or intended^
failure by the ride operator to follow standard operating procedures resulting^in In
injury to a rider.

Response: The Department declines to add the recommended definitions \
The Act (at 4 P.S. § 413) requires the reporting of: "... any accidentJ$Mc& involves

serious injury or illness or death to an individual or individuals as a4Aj$b of the
operation of an amusement ride or attraction." Although "serious il||te^s or injury" is
defined in the Act, "accident" and "operation" are not. ^ ^J «*

Proposed § 139.2 adds a definition of "operation" whicrAn#Wes the loading,
unloading and movement of amusement rides and attractionsfbut would exclude that
portion of a passenger line that extends beyond the gabQ&rail that is required to surround
the ride under ASTM International F-24 Committe|fffefrMards. This provides greater
clarity, and would not require the reporting o/a|ci | lnts that occur in waiting lines that
extend outside the immediate enclosure of^e^rflfefor attraction.

The Department is aware that the ASJM jjlternational F-24 Committee is currently
considering whether to establish a defmWn of an "accident," but is not aware of whether
this definition will actually be established. PDA will leave this word undefined in the
regulation. If the ASTM Intemati^ktT-24 Committee subsequently defines the term
and there is no contrary defM%6%ri'the Act or its attendant regulations, the ASTM
International F-24 Committe%defmition shall control.

Comment 6: HersKeypark recommended that a definition of "attraction" be added to
the final-form reg6a%%n.

Response^^e Bcpartment declines to implement this recommendation. The term
"amuse^ntWtraction" is defined in the Act (at 4 P.S. § 402), and is the term that is
relevailywoughout Chapter 139. Every reference to the term "attraction" in the final-
fojtfTfWfflation refers to an amusement attraction - and that phrase is defined by statute
and^pfeated in proposed § 139.2.

Comment 7: Hersheypark recommended that a definition of "amusement ride and
devices" be added to the final-form regulation.

Response: The Department declines to implement this recommendation because the
phrase is not used in the final-form regulation. The phrase is used and defined in the
ASTM International F-24 Committee Standards, but is not used in the Act or the final-
form regulation and is not needed.



Comment 8: IRRC noted that the definition of "Class I amusement ride or attraction" in
proposed § 139.2 includes live animal rides within that definition. IRRC also noted that
the definition of an "amusement ride" in the Act (at 4 P.S. § 402) uses the words "any
device that carries, suspends or conveys passengers" and does not include the word
"animal." Against this backdrop, IRRC asked whether a live animal would need to be
registered and inspected as an amusement ride under the Act, and requested an
explanation of the Department's authority to address live animal rides.

Response: The Department does not require the registration or inspection of a l|s$K 7

animal ride unless the ride entails attaching an animal to a device - in which cl̂ se%hi&
device is an "amusement ride" that is registered and inspected. The typical liteijmmal
ride that is registered and regulated under the Act resembles a live-animal ^hgry-go-
round: a fixed central vertical axle with individual animals tethered or^olhffwise attached
to spoke-like appendages extending from the central axis, resMcting^&gjKnimals to a
specific course and direction. When the live animal ride employ^ Wpvice as described
above, it must be registered and inspected. Live animal rides tlQ^Wtail simply letting
the rider steer the animal or having an attendant lead the Ayatthrough the ride are not
registered or inspected under the Act. The Department believes its interpretation of the
types of live animal rides that must be regulated as "amulknent rides" is consistent with
the Act.

Comment 9: IRRC also noted a typograpfijoar%rfor in the definition of "Class I
amusement ride or attraction" in proposed & 1^9.2, and suggested the parenthetical phrase
at the end of Paragraph (iii) be revised1o\rfad "(4 P.S. § 414(a)(l)" instead of "(4 P.S. §
41400(2))"

Response: The Department ^cc^pts this suggestion, and has implemented the
recommended change in the final-form regulation.

Comment 10: HejAeypark asked that the final-form regulation contain definitions of
the terms "general* insfepctor" and "independent inspector."

Responsefft^apbsQdi § 139.2 (relating to definitions) defines the terms "affiliated
qualifiejUnsMctor" and "general qualified inspector;" and those terms are used
throug^oi&the final-form regulation. While an affiliated qualified inspector may only
insfie^fenftes and attractions owned or leased by designated entities, a general qualified
inspector may inspect rides and attractions without regard to who owns or leases them.
Although the Department declines to implement the commentator's recommendation, it
believes the substance of that recommendation is embodied in the definition and use of
the terms "affiliated qualified inspector" and "general qualified inspector."

Comment 11: Kennywood noted that proposed § 139.2 contains a definition of
"operation" that would (in the context of amusement rides and amusement attractions)
include the loading and unloading of guests while the ride is in a stationary position. The
commentator added:



... Reporting bumps, bruises, twisted ankles or other events while loading or
unloading a ride will only serve to inflate the number of accidents. Such events
are more a reflection on the physical condition of the guests and their ability to
pay attention than on ride safety. We do not think the number of guests
encountering problems boarding rides is any more or less than for passengers
boarding buses, planes or other transportation vehicles. The legislature does not
compile data in those cases. We request that events while loading and unloading
rides be eliminated from the definition of "Operation."

Response: The Department notes that the ability to load and unload riders n^a%a|e,
efficient and rapid manner is a consideration in the design of any amusemen#m& or
amusement attraction, and is frequently addressed in the ASTM mterna^on|l|F24
Committee Standards. For this reason, the Department believes it reasonlfejl to adopt a
definition of "operation" that includes some aspects of the loading arftfcjjflloading process.
The referenced definition seeks to limit the scope of what constijufeg^he "operation" by
excluding activities that take place outside the fence or prot%ti4^arrier that is required
to surround an amusement ride under ASTM F-24 Commf%l*§4andards.

Comment 12: Hersheypark offered a comment that*i&:related to the preceding
comment by Kennywood. The commentator sugg^te^ language be added to the
definition of "operation" in proposed § 139.2.to/a#@ess situations where the ASTM
International F-24 Committee Standards d®|jnp>t require a fence or barrier, and offered
language.

Response: The Department accepjsfj&s comment, and has added language to the
definition of "operation" to implenW&t the commentator's suggestion. Bureau: work in
" any device which limft% ident i f ies control access to the ride."

Comment 13: Hersheypjrk recommended that the definition of "permanent structure"
in proposed § 139.2d$e better defined, and offered language that would clearly include
ride stations andL&rrrmW structures in the definition.

Responsef0^^0hgh the Department agrees the commentator's idea would add some
clarificatjbn)|he definition of the term "permanent structure" is prescribed by the Act (at
4 P.S.4W#%' and the Department cannot stray from that language in the final-form

Comment 14: IRRC and Kennywood offered similar comments on the definition of the
term "professional engineer" in proposed § 139.2. IRRC offered that the proposed
definition is unclear as to whether it would include out-of-state engineers who are
allowed to practice temporarily in the state pursuant to Section 5(b) of the Engineer, Land
Surveyor and Geologist Registration Law (63 P. S. § 152(b)). IRRC noted that an
amusement park might have affiliated parks in other states, and asked whether an out-of-
state engineer who complies with the referenced statutory provision and is familiar with
Act and its attendant regulations could provide verification for their rides pursuant to



proposed subparagraph 139.4(d)(7)(ii) (relating to registration). IRRC recommended the
final-form regulation clarify whether an out-of-state engineer may perform the required
tasks for the owner or lessee.

Kennywood requested that consideration be given to allowing the referenced engineer's
verification to be provided by any professional engineer licensed in any state and who is
a member of the National Society of Professional Engineers.

Response: The Department has revised the referenced definition to clearly state that the
term "professional engineer" does not include engineers who are exempt from r%

registration and licensure under § 5(b) of the Engineer, Land Surveyor and Geolog^t^*
Registration Law (63 P. S. § 152(b)). The exemption allows out-of-state engifi|e%tjl)'
engage in the practice of engineering within this Commonwealth for up to 3(%W ŝ each
calendar year without having to be licensed and registered, as long as t h | sti&dards of
their home jurisdiction are "at least equal to the standards of the Commo^&lth." There
are many jurisdictions that do not have professional qualification sta|iSa/ds that equal or
exceed those of Pennsylvania. The Department believes that thel&sjWid simplest way to
verify that another jurisdiction's professional qualification stand|pls!'fi)r engineers are at
least equal to those of this Commonwealth is for the out-o1Wa#'engineer to have a
license (a temporary license would suffice) issued through the" State Registration Board
for Professional Engineers, Land Surveyors and Geologists.

With respect to Kennywood's request that membjrlhip'in the National Society of
Professional Engineers determine whether an̂ engh|@Kr is a "professional engineer," the
Department declines to implement this reqijgst, tfertce this membership in this
organization is not proof that a member mee^Pennsylvania's standards for engineers.

Comment 15: IRRC noted that the #M-form regulation would add and define two new
terms - "affiliated qualified inspedSrf- and "general qualified inspector." IRRC
suggested that the defmition^>fx'

i%a*lified inspector" in § 139.2 be revised make it clear
that the term includes "affilia^d qualified inspectors" and "general qualified inspectors."

Response: Althoif|h the definition of "qualified inspector" is prescribed by the Act, the
Department agre,©! m^JRRC's suggested change would add clarity, and has included the
recommended#g&uage in the final-form regulation.

Commmt M: Kennywood offered several comments with respect to the definition of
"serio&|J&j«y or illness" in proposed § 139.2. The term is used in proposed § 139.11
(r##nmm accident reporting), which would require owners or lessees of amusement
ridesjrfreport accidents involving serious injury or illness. The commentator expressed
concern that a ride owner or lessee might not know that a particular rider who is injured
in connection with the operation of an amusement ride sustained serious injury or illness.
The commentator requested that language be added to clarify that there is no reporting
requirement unless the park operator has knowledge of the event prior to the time the
patron leaves the park, or until the operator receives medical records verifying that offsite
medical treatment was administered. The commentator adds:



... This modification will clarify reporting for telephone calls or letters reporting
alleged injuries or illness received days or weeks after an event where the
operator lacks any prior knowledge. We request clarification that any offsite
medical treatment must be administered or recommended by a licensed physician.
This will eliminate the uncertainty of who must recommend treatment in order for
it to be a 'serious injury or illness." Many parks hire first aid professionals to
provide on site assistance. In almost every case the first aid provider will suggest
to a guest that they follow up with their own physician if any problems arise.
This recommendation should not by itself elevate a minor injury to a "serious^,
injury." ^ ^ V

Response: The term "serious injury or illness" is prescribed by the Act ((a\4 %S. §
402). The Department shares the commentator's concern that - from thepApective of
the ride owner or lessee that is required to report "serious injury or illn#ss%^ the statutory
definition of that term appears to make the owner or lessee respons^&^report serious
injuries or illnesses of which it might not be aware. In practice, &&,u%, the Department
does not hold an owner or lessee accountable to report (or rmor^ptmn the required 48-
hour window) serious injuries or illnesses of which it is noW&we. The Department
expects an owner or lessee to pass along the required report df "serious injury or illness"
once it acquires knowledge that the injury or illness fa% within the statutory definition.
In the longer term, the Department intends to consj^e^evisions to this definition on the
next occasion the act is amended. M f % y r

Comment 17: IRRC offered several gomm&pts with respect to proposed § 139.4
(relating to registration). Proposed clauWl39.4(d)(7)(ii)(B) would require confirmation
from a professional engineer that the tnlterials and construction of a ride or attraction
conforms to "normal engineering ̂ r&tices, procedures, standards and specifications." In
addition, proposed subsectipfcrfj^^J(ii)(C) uses the term, "accepted engineering
practices." IRRC offered thaf^th of these standards are vague, and that: "It would be
difficult for professional engineers to know exactly what it is that they are confirming and
it would be difficulj^br the Department to enforce these provisions." IRRC
recommended these &pdards either be better-defined or deleted. IRRC bases the option
to delete on subisgfetion (d)(7)(ii)(D), which would require a ride or attraction to meet
ASTM mteW^im$al F-24 Committee Standards.

Respemm*'The Department declines to delete or revise the referenced language. The
D@0r%pmt consulted with the mechanical engineer member of the Amusement Ride
Samty/Advisory Board on this subject. Terms such as "accepted engineering practices"
and 'Tiormal engineering practices" are commonly used and widely understood
throughout the various technical engineering disciplines (i.e., mechanical, electrical, civil,
structural, etc.) . The Department does not seek to constrict or limit the professional
engineer.

Comment 18: Hersheypark reviewed proposed subsection 139.4(e) and recommended
language be added to address or require Amusement Ride Safety Advisory Board (Board)
review of proposed amusement ride or amusement attraction registrations. The



commentator asks: "What is the mission of the Ride Advisory Board relating to ride
review?"

Response: For the reasons that follow, the Department declines to implement the
commentator's recommendation.

The duties of the Board do not include a. formal role in the Department's review and
approval of amusement rides and amusement attractions under the Act. In summary, the
statutory duties of the Board (as per 4 P.S. § 406) are to:

... advise, consult, make recommendations and propose reasonable rules, iir^\*k

regulations and standards to the department for the prevention of conditidnsj
detrimental to the public in the use of amusement rides and attraction^s%he
board finds necessary for the protection and safety of the public^. jCfhj

The Board comprises a knowledgeable cross-section of interests a§3^iperience
relating to amusement rides and attractions. The Board's statutoj^*|jteis to consult and
advise. The Department views the Board as an invaluable rjg.sou|p, knd seeks-out this
body with respect to each application for approval of an anWsmment ride or amusement
attraction. Although the Board is not an adjudicatory orsdecMon-making body, the
Department presents every proposed amusement ride mJWsement attraction registration
to the Board, and seeks its advice and recommenda|ioT|, The final decision with respect
to a registration application lies with the DeggrhnW^though. The Department cannot,
by regulation, expand upon the scope of th^dj&tres1imposed on the Board under the Act.

Comment 19: Hersheypark noted thafpjoposed subsection 139.4(h) would require that
the Department-issued registration plague affixed to each amusement ride or attraction
in a location where the plate is ms^%»to the riding public, and suggested that language be
added to allow the plate to h^^fffl|ea or posted other than on the ride or attraction if
necessary to make the plate viable to the riding public.

Response: The Department accepts this suggestion, and has implemented it in the
final-form regulat-ron\,

Comment ̂ ILJpennywood noted that proposed § 139.5 (relating to insurance) would
delete cupen^regulatory language that allows for required insurance coverage to be
provididlhidugh businesses eligible to do business under the Surplus Lines Insurance
L j ^ % h # commentator stated that some of its current insurance coverage is provided
thro^gft "non-admitted surplus lines carriers," and that the regulation would serve to
exclude these providers from being able to provide coverage. The commentator
suggested that the regulation should "... allow surplus line carriers who have an
insurance rating by A. M. Best of B+ or higher."

Response: The Department agrees that subject of surplus lines insurance needs to be
referenced in the final-form regulation. Although the Act (at 4 P.S. § 414(b)) authorizes
required insurance coverage to be obtained through any insurer or surety that is eligible to
do business under the Surplus Lines Insurance Law, the Surplus Lines Insurance Law

10



was repealed by ±e act of December 18, 1992 (P.L. 1519, No. 178). The subject matter
of the repealed Surplus Lines Insurance Law is currently found in 40 P.S. §§ 991.1601 -
991.1625. The Department has inserted this appropriate legal reference in the final-form
regulation.

Comment 21: Hersheypark and Kennywood both offered essentially the same comment
with respect to proposed paragraph 139.5(c)(3). The concern is with whether that
paragraph means that all of a particular owner or lessee's rides have to be listed
individually on the required certificate of insurance. Hersheypark noted that this wou%d
be difficult to administer by both the owner and the Department, and Kennywood j^t^d*
that the Department would have this information on the registration forms it require^ with
respect to these rides. \ "V

%
Response: The Department agrees with the commentators, and has ad|fed language to

this paragraph to clearly allow a certificate of insurance to either listal^jn'sured rides or
clearly state that all rides owned, operated or leased by the insure^r^subj ect to the
insurance policy.

Comment 22: Hersheypark noted that proposed subsegtion%39.7(b) (relating to
inspection) might be read as requiring rides to be insp«6& year-round, rather than only
during seasons when the rides are in operation for Aehpiding public. Hersheypark also
noted that the current paragraph 139.7(b)(l) - whi^Ms proposed for deletion - uses the
phrase "during a season for operation for u^by%he general public" to limit the period
within which regular inspections are reauir jd%and suggested this phrase be worked into
the final-form regulation to add clarity. #

Response: The Department acceg#mis suggestion, and has implemented it in the final-
form regulation. t% *

Comment 23: Hersheypark reviewed proposed subsection 139.9(a), (relating to
qualified inspectors^and observed that it requires amusement ride inspections to be
completed by quaDne^ inspectors. The commentator expressed concern that this might
be read as requfcfg that only "qualified inspectors" conduct the numerous daily
inspections Informed at amusement parks.

Resp%$$meThe Department believes that a full reading of the referenced provision
wWoWbid confusion on the part of the regulated community. The referenced
sultepnon requires that a qualified inspector perform any inspections of amusement rides
or amusement attractions "... required under the act." The numerous daily inspections
performed at amusement parks are not the regular inspections required under the Act - so
they need not be performed by persons who are "qualified inspectors" for purposes of the

Comment 24: IRRC noted that proposed subsection 139.9(g) would require the
Department to "promptly" report the results of a Qualified Inspector Test to the applicant.
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The commentator recommended that the final-form regulation include a more definitive
time frame for reporting results to an applicant.

Response: The Department accepts the comment, and has implemented IRRC's
recommendation in the final-form regulation by requiring the test to be scored the test
results reported to the applicant within 30 days of the test.

Comment 25: Hersheypark noted that proposed subparagraph 139.9(k)(l)(i) would
require a qualified inspector who is seeking renewal of certification to provide the rf)j

Department a variety of information and material to prove compliance with continuing ̂
education requirements. The commentator suggested that since proposed subsec^gri
139.9(1) would require continuing education courses to be approved by the Department, a
course completion certificate - reflecting completion of one of these D@parJr%nt-
approved continuing education courses - should be all the documentatiojiHJae Department
requires to verify that continuing education requirements have beer iA>+ *

Response: The Department accepts this comment, and hasinigjejutetfited it in the final-
fbrmregulation. ' \r**»

Comment 26: IRRC noted that proposed subsection4%3&9(l) includes provisions that
would allow the Department to reduce the hours ofeo^tmuing education required for
certain types of rides or attractions via a pubh'catterffef notice in-the Pennsylvania
Bulletin without a rulemaking or amendment ;to m6 regulation. IRRC offered the
following:

... The subsection states that A&action would be considered for rides or
ifjly* simple design or operation." This is very similar to

les or attractions. Hence, it is unclear what would
justify a reduction in'%e requirement. This subsection needs to be refined to
provide more information about the bases or criteria that would be used to reduce
the continuing education requirement for certain rides or amusements.

Response: TnWh'stinction between "Class I" amusement rides and "Class II"
amusement ̂ d^s^ is t s only for the purpose of determining the appropriate minimum
liabilityjmsul^nce coverage for these rides. The classification of amusement rides as
'ClasS^b^Class II" is made in the provision of the Act (at 4 P.S. § 414) addressing

isurance coverage - and nowhere else.
department seeks to separate insurance issues from continuing education

requirements. There is not a perfect correlation between the two. Also, given the
constant innovation in the amusement ride industry, the Department seeks to preserve
some reasonable leeway with respect to the minimum hours of continuing education
required with respect to a particular type of ride.

m response to IRRC's suggestion, though, the Department has revised this subsection
to provide that continuing education would never be less than 16 hours.
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Comment 27: Hersheypark reviewed proposed subsection 139.9(1), emphasized the
importance of continuing education, and reminded the Department that its own inspectors
should comply with the minimum continuing education requirements. The commentator
also recommended that the minimum training for a general qualified inspector be reduce
from the proposed 48-hour minimum to 40 hours. The commentator noted that"... larger
seminars generally last 3 to 5 days with 8 hours of instruction per day," and suggested
that 48 hours would require attendance at more than one such seminar.

Response: The Department declines to implement this recommendation. The proposed
48-hour minimum will likely require that a general qualified inspector attend more^a.n'
one seminar during the 3-year certification period preceding recertification; afl^%0is by
design. The Department believes continuing education is important, and tha#geq%iring a
general qualified inspector to attend more than one training course during alkriod of
certification is reasonable. % \ ^

Comment 28: Several comments were received with respect to^mgosed § 139.10
(relating to advisory board), which the Department proposes4o %)#&. Kennywood
sought confirmation that the composition and duties oftheWmM would remain as
prescribed by the Act (at 4 P.S. §§ 405 and 406). Hersh^ypalk offered that: ".. .The
mission and responsibility of the Advisory Board need#^#be included and annotated in
the rulemaking," and asked why the section is proposed for deletion. Hersheypark also
offered that:

The integration between the Departm%t of Agriculture and the experience of the
board member is paramount to t% successes of the amusement industry. Deleting
any reference to the Advisor^lt^ard suggests that safety of the industry is not
important.

Hersheypark also recommended that the regulation continue to specify that seats on the
Board be reserved for the president and Chairman of the Pennsylvania Amusement Park
Association. Y*

Response: Awgfbposed, the Department would simply delete § 139.10 and allow the
language o fAe^ l t (at 4 P.S. §§ 405 and 406) speak for itself. The Department believes
that thejgferehced statutory language is self-executing, that the current regulatory
provisMH«6mewhat out-of-step with the Act, and that it would serve no regulatory
pufpo&& simply repeat the exact language of the Act.

Kdight of the comments offered with respect to proposed § 139.10, though, the
Department has revised that section in the final-form regulation to restate the exact
composition of the Board, as prescribed by the Act. The Department concedes that the
inclusion of a reference to the Board's composition and function can do no harm; but the
Department cannot by regulation limit or expand the composition or duties of the Board.

Comment 29: IRRC reviewed proposed § 139.11 (relating to accident reporting), and
noted that the definition of the term "serious injury or illness" in the Act (at 4 P.S. § 402)
includes situations where "offsite medical treatment... may be required at a future date."
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IRRC observed that, in practice, an owner or operator might have no idea that a person
sought or received "offsite medical treatment" after sustaining an injury or illness related
to the operation of an amusement ride or amusement attraction. IRRC questioned
whether the Department expected or required a report under these circumstances. IRRC
recommended that the final-form regulation clarify the circumstances under which a
report is required, and raised the question:

If the injured or ill party is not transported offsite for medical treatment within a
few minutes or on the same day of the accident, then why is an owner, operate^ or
lessee required to report the injury or illness? ^ f V *

Response: The Department agrees that the requested clarification would beijiefpful, and
has implemented this recommendation in § 139.11 (a) of the final-form ^g0%ion by
adding language specifying that the department would not hold an owne^%flessee
responsible to report a death or serious injury or illness of which itj&i&g^ware.

Comment 30: IRRC noted the absence of the word "illness!,' iifjgfojrosed paragraphs
139.1 l(b)(5) - (7), and recommended this term be worked%w4he language of these
provisions.

Response: The Department accepts IRRC's recommendation, and has revised the final-
form regulation accordingly.

Comment 31: The Act (at 4 P.S. § 4^3) ret i res that an accident report include a
description of the amusement ride invofWTand the nature of the injuries or the cause of
death. Kennywood took note of this,%» asked whether the Department would exceed its
statutory authority by requiring* a»jamiaent report to provide more detail than is
described in the preceding s^n^nker The commentator also questioned whether the
Health Insurance Accountably and Portability Act of 1996 (HIPAA) would prohibit the
disclosure of names of ill or injured persons and the nature of their injuries. The
commentator also offered the following:

We beliWhhat such information should remain confidential. We suggest that the
regu^#orjMndicate that the operator retain all additional information related to

acpident and that the inspector shall be permitted to review such records
mag any follow up inspections.

")nse: The Department declines to revise the referenced section in response to this
comment. The Department believes the Act does not limit the types of information the
Department might reasonably require in an accident report. Where the Act states (at 4
P.S. § 413(a)) that an accident report "shall include" certain information, the Department
interprets this phrase as meaning "shall include, but is not limited to." The Department is
also satisfied that it is not an entity to which HIPAA is applicable, in that it is not a health
care provider as designated in that statute.
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Comment 32: Kennywood reviewed proposed § 139.11 and requested that language
requiring an owner or lessee to report certain "serious illness" to the Department be
deleted. The commentator stated that:

... Based upon all the information presented, any individual who exits a ride and
begins to experience motion sickness, illness or vomiting, which is not
uncommon at an amusement facility, would require an accident report to be filed,
this would dramatically increase the number of "false" accident reports.

Response: The Department declines to make the requested revision. An illnessdj^Bbt
become reportable as a "serious illness" unless the illness requires offsite first" a^d^ffsite
medical treatment, observation by a licensed physician, or admission to a ho%j#. In the
examples presented by the commentator, the illnesses would rarely be reo©$lble.

Comment 33: The Act (at 4 P.S. § 407(d)) requires that when a de^%P&ults from the
operation of an amusement ride, it not be reopened "... until decjajb|j/gafe by the
insurance company of the operator." Proposed subsection J L ^ . ^ b ) '-repeats this
requirement. Kennywood took note of this provision, andWkmd that Kennywood's
insurance carriers would not declare a ride safe to reopen aft&'a fatal accident. The
commentator suggested that the final-form regulation/staiply require that an operator
provide the Department a current certificate of insufaBfe prior to reopening a ride after a
fatal accident.

Response: The Department cannot implen%nt the commentator's suggestion, since the
referenced requirement that the insuranc^&rrier declare a ride safe after a fatal accident
is prescribed by the Act.

Comment 34: IRRC note&Aa%roposed § 139.12 (relating to variances) would be
deleted in its entirety, and reattpmended the regulation retain a reference to the provision
of the Act that describes variances (at 4 P.S. § 409) for owners or lessees who may need
to apply for a variance. Kennywood noted this proposed deletion, and sought assurance
that the referenced statutory language relating to variances would continue to apply.

Response:"^^epepartment accepts IRRC's comment, and has replaced § 139.12 with
the relevant I^rbatim text from the Act. This revision also addresses Kennywood's

lent 35: IRRC and Kennywood offered related comments with respect to
proposed subsection 139.42(a) (relating to structures). Both commentators noted that the
Pennsylvania Construction Code Act applies to buildings and similar structures, and that
it does not include standards or requirements for amusement rides or attractions (which
are addressed in the ASTM International F-24 Committee Standards). IRRC
recommended that the final-form regulation be revised to clearly indicate that § 139.42
applies only to buildings, facilities or structures not manufactured as part of an
amusement ride or attraction, and that the references to "rides" and ride or attraction in
the first sentence be stricken.
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Response: The Department agrees with the commentators. Language has been added
to the final-form regulation to reflect that the Pennsylvania Construction Code Act is only
applicable to shelters and buildings that are not part of the amusement ride or attraction.

Comment 36: IRRC recommended that proposed paragraph 139.43(8) (relating to
passenger-carrying rides) be revised to include a reference to the ASTM International F-
24 Committee Standards, since the term "clearance envelope" is a term-of-art from those
standards. Hersheypark raised a comment with respect to this same paragraph, seeking
clarification as to how existing rides might be exempted ("grandfathered") from thjAJt
referenced "clearance envelope" requirement. * % J '

Response: The Department accepts IRRC's suggestion, and has inclu^e^^erequested
reference in the final-form regulation. J%I \!f

With respect to Hersheypark's concerns, the Department offers th^fth^clearance
requirements prescribed in this paragraph are reasonable and wou^Kyimmediately
applicable to an amusement ride or amusement attraction. ILa r^ploriittraction has was
constructed at a time when the ASTM International F-24 C^pmittee Standard for a
"clearance envelope" was something other than as currently prescribed by those
standards, the earlier standard would apply, in accorda%&with proposed subsection
139.41(c) (relating to general). / \ ^

Comment 37: IRRC and Hersheypark ofi|r^d%s'sentialry the same comment with
respect to proposed paragraph 139.72(21 (rej%mg to erection/disassembly of amusement
rides and attractions). Each sought clarrfi^tion of what constitutes a "high voltage line."

Response: The Department accepj%me comment, and has made the recommended
clarification in the fmal-forn/rgg^ation. Language has been added to link this provision
to the definition of "high volrage line" as defined in the National Electric Code.

Comment 38: WM*respect to proposed paragraph 139.72(3), Kennywood sought
clarification as tp^wnMier preexisting amusement rides would be "grandfathered" from
having to meet ^"requirement that means of egress be at least 36 inches in width.

Response: '{The Department believes this 36-inch standard is reasonable, and is
consisfeni*witn current ASTM International F-24 Committee Standards for amusement
rid€?g|e%. If a particular ride was designed or constructed with a narrower means of
egmssyat a time when ASTM International F-24 Committee Standards did not require this
width, the owner or operator may apply to the Department for a variance in accordance
with § 139.12 (relating to variances).

Comment 39: IRRC recommended that proposed subsection 139.75(a) (relating to fire
protection and prevention) be revised to clarify the phrase "and otherwise where
necessary to secure reasonable and adequate protection from fire hazards." IRRC added:
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... What is the intent or objective? It is unclear how this phrase would be enforced
as a binding standard on regulated parties. It should be clarified in the final-form
regulation.

Response: The Department accepts IRRC's recommendation, and has added language
to the final-form regulation to clarify that the objectives of fire extinguisher placement
are to have extinguishers accessible and in use within 20 seconds of a person spotting a
fire, and sufficiently removed or protected from potential exploding or highly-flammable
material to prevent their damage or destruction in the initial explosion or flames.

Comment 40: IRRC offered the following comment with respect to propose
139.76(6) (relating to ride and attraction operators and attendants):

... It is our understanding that the phrase "sufficient numbers o|ppfrators and
attendants" will always be enforced as meeting or exceedin&jtri^Bimber of
operators recommended by the manufacturer. If this is the^&y;4he phrase
"sufficient numbers of operators and attendants" is ^ie%gsaYy and should be
deleted. The final-form regulation need only state & # # € numbers of operators
and attendants shall meet or exceed the manufacturer recommendations.

Response: The Department accepts this suggest|o1i*«but has also added language to the
final-form regulation to reflect that in the evejitifinltaufacturer does not provide
recommended minimum numbers of opera6$\oWttendants, or these numbers are lesser
than those prescribed in ASTM Interna|ionar%-24 Committee Standards, the existing
standards calling for the highest numbef\f operators or attendants shall apply.

Comment 41: With respect t© p#6pWed paragraph 139.77(e)(8) (relating to
maintenance of amusement ri^des^nd attractions), IRRC recommended the final-form
regulation delete the followinfeentence: "Additional retention periods for this
documentation may be advisable."

Response: Th^peplytment has made the recommended revision in the final-form
regulation. In 'action, the Department has expanded the period for which records must
be kept and^aWeavailable to the Department to three years.

: Hersheypark sought clarification as to whether paragraphs
)(i) and (ii) (relating to records) were proposed for deletion in the proposed

Response: Since the Department does not propose to change or delete the referenced
paragraphs, the text of these paragraphs was not printed when the proposed rulemaking
was published for comment. These paragraphs will remain unchanged.

Comment 43: With respect to proposed § 139.79, IRRC noted that this section requires
owners or lessees to maintain certain records. The commentator offered:
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... How long must the regulated parties retain these files in order to make them
available for the Department or a qualified inspector? Records discussed in
existing Section 139.77(e)(8) are required to be retained for a year. The final-form
regulation should include a similar directive for the records discussed in this
section.

Response: The Department accepts this recommendation, and has revised the final-
form regulation accordingly. Since the Department has revised paragraph 139.77(e)(8) to
require a three-year record retention period, though, the new language establishes th$
same interval as the record retention period required under § 139.79.

Affected Individuals and Organizations

The final-form regulation will impact upon the amusement ride and amttfdment
attraction industry, as well as upon the riding public. There are appr^A#ately 7,400
registered amusement rides and amusement attractions that are ejtne^ocated within this
Commonwealth or that are brought into this Commonwealthj/fd^e^ems such as fairs and
carnivals) each year. There are approximately 675 owners'wWsees of these rides and
attractions. This community of ride and attraction ownejg ancHessees will be impacted by
this final-form regulation, as would the riding public.

Fiscal Impact

Commonwealth—The final-form regujatiorripiposes no costs and has no fiscal impact
on the Commonwealth. ?%i 'f

Political subdivisions--The finab^&m regulation imposes no costs and has no fiscal
impact upon political subdMsiof

Private sector. The finaWbrm regulation might impose some new costs on amusement
ride or amusement M&action owners or operators. The final-form regulation might
require some owners lip-operators to hire additional operators or attendants for their rides
and attractions IWheet or exceed the minimum number recommended by the ride or
attraction m'tafMnirer. The other changes that would be established by the final-form
regulation w<fuld not have appreciable fiscal impact upon the private sector. Since this
final-f&gp«egulation would move the Commonwealth's standards into greater conformity
w^t&eXSTM International F-24 Committee Standards and these standards are the
wmWyAaccepted industry standards for amusement ride and amusement attraction design,
construction and operation, the related industry is either already in compliance with these
standards or can readily come into compliance with these standards without appreciable

General public. The final-form regulation would impose no costs and have no fiscal
impact on the general public. The final-form regulation would enhance public safety.

Paperwork Requirements
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The final-form regulation will not impact upon the paperwork generated by the
Department or the regulated communities.

Effective Date

The final-form regulation will be effective upon publication in the Pennsylvania
Bulletin.

Individuals who need information about the final-form regulation should c@1nta#t the
Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture, Bureau of Ride and Measurem^nt!%andards,
Division of Ride Safety, 2301 North Cameron Street, Harrisburg, PA 1^1^9408,
Attention: Joe Filoromo. /Xj1'

Regulatory Review

Under section 5(a) of the Regulatory Review Act (71 £. S.%745.5(a)), on June 13,
2007, the Department submitted a copy of the notice dWkposed rulemaking, published
at 37 Pa.B. 2823, to the IRRC and the Chairperson|foSpfe House and Senate Standing
Committees on Agriculture and Rural Affair^ fpf$e#ew and comment.

Under section 5(c) of the Regulatory^Revjeif. Act, the Department provided IRRC and
the referenced Committees with copies HJ.11 comments received during the public
comment period. ^Z)*'

Under section 5.1(j.2) of 1^!e$la tory Review Act (71 P. S. § 745.5a(j.2)), on
, the final-Am regulation was deemed/approved by the House

Committee and on j , ' , the final-form regulation was deemed/approved by
the Senate Committee. Under section 5.1(g) of the Regulatory Review Act, the final-
form regulation was approved by IRRC on .

The^Wtmen t finds that:
lie notice of intention to adopt this final-form regulation has been given under

seZtWi 201 and 202 of the act of July 31,1968 (P. L. 769, No. 240) (45 P. S. §§ 1201
and 1202) and the regulations thereunder, 1 Pa. Code §§ 7.1 and 7.2.

(2) A public comment period was provided as required by law; and all comments that
were received were considered.

(3) The modifications that were made to this regulation in response to comments
received do not enlarge the purpose of the proposed regulation published at 37
Pennsylvania Bulletin 2823 (June 23, 2007).

(4) The adoption of the final-form regulation in the manner provided in this order is
necessary and appropriate for the administration of the authorizing statute.
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Order

The Department, acting under the authorizing statute, orders the following:
(1) The current regulations of the Department of Agriculture at 7 Pa. Code Chapter 139

(relating to amusement rides and attractions erected permanently or temporarily at
carnivals, fairs and amusement parks) are revised to read as set forth in Annex "A."

(2) The Secretary of Agriculture shall submit this order, 37 Pa.B. 2823 and Annex "A"
to the Office of General Counsel and the Office of Attorney General for approval as ,̂%
required by law. ,̂ %S>^

(3) The Secretary of Agriculture shall certify and deposit this order, 37 Pa.B^2%23 and
Annex "A" with the Legislative Reference Bureau as required by law. hk \

DENNIS C WOLFF, ̂ cr^yy"- '
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Annex A

TITLE 7. AGRICULTURE
PART V-D. AMUSEMENT RIDES AND AMUSEMENT ATTRACTIONS
CHAPTER 139. AMUSEMENT RIDES AND ATTRACTIONS [ERECTED

PERMANENTLY OR TEMPORARILY AT CARNIVALS, FAIRS AND
AMUSEMENT PARKS]

SubchapterA. REGISTRATION AND INSPECTION «,

§139.1. Scope. \O "
(a) This chapter prescribes policies and procedures relating to administrate "8£ safety

standards for installation, assembly, repair, maintenance, use, operatio%di^%gembly and
inspection of amusement rides and amusement attractions erected permadferMy or
temporarily at carnivals, fairs [and], amusement parks or any other Io&tf5n in this
Commonwealth. ^ ^ f )

(b) This chapter applies to new and existing commercially^jse^jimWsement rides and
attractions subject to the act.

(c) This chapter does not apply to:

(2) Single passenger, coin-operated, manu|%/mechanicalry[,] or electrically
operated rides except where admission is^BMrged for the. use of the equipment.

(6) Ski lifts, elevators or ride^ to thyxtent they are registered and regulated by
[the Department of Labor and InWstry] any other agency of the Commonwealth.

(7) Amusement attractions, A^amusement rides regulated by another
Commonwealth agency»an4% wferslides, to the extent that they are regulated by
the Department of [^iyjra^mental Resources] Health for [water quality,] pool
design, sanitary facilffi|?s[, lifeguards] and similar features.

§ 139.2. Defmitim^
The following/woro^and terms, when used in this chapter, have the following

meanings, unleiWhe context clearly indicates otherwise:

r̂ >
Affiliated Malified inspector—A qualified inspector with a Department-issued

certifitfbiWtf credential card authorizing that person to act as a qualified inspector only
wkrTr&pAct to the amusement rides or amusement attractions of the owner or lessee
designated on that certificate and credential card. An affiliated qualified inspector is not a
general qualified inspector.

* * * * *
Amusement ride--A device that carries, suspends or conveys passengers along,

around[,] or over a fixed or restricted route or course[,] or within a defined area, for the
purpose of giving its passengers amusement, pleasure, thrills[,] or excitement.

ASTM--American Society for Testing Materials. This organization is currently named
and known asASTM International.
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ASTMInternational—The organization formerly known as ASTM or the American
Society for Testing Materials.

ASTM International F-24 Committee Standards-The ASTM standards promulgated by
the ASTM International F-24 Committee, as published in the current annual book of
ASTM International Standards Volume 15.07, or its successor document.

ASTMstandards--[ASTM Standards on Amusement Rides and Devices F698-83, F747-
82, F770-82, F846-83, F853-83 and F893-84, published October 1984, in pamphlet
format in the Annual Book of ASTM Standards] Standards promulgated by the ASTM
entitled Standard Guide for the Classification of Amusement Ride and Device Related,,
Injuries and Illnesses, designation ASTM F 1305. or its successor, which provide[J\y
procedures for the uniform classification of data related to amusement ride antjdWile
injuries and illnesses. \ 4 \

Attendant—A person having responsibility for some aspect of the opemti6i&#fan
amusement ride or attraction, but who is not an operator. \ \ V

Class I amusement ride or amusement attraction—A tvpeiaf aMu-seftlent ride or
amusement attraction with respect to which the following ^ # l w

(i) The ride or attraction is on the Department's, molf current list of approved
rides. t " ^

(ii) The ride or attraction is a comparative^mrnple ride such as bumper cars,
bumper boats, a multi-passenger coin-o^eTattd kiddie ride, go-carts, a live animal
ride, a manually powered ride, a mi^atufe^ain, an inflatable bounce ride, slide or
similar device. ~ \ /

Cm) The Department has, oni&gnost current list of approved rides, designated
the ride or attraction as belonftijlte-within "Class I" for purposes of establishing the
appropriate required mimWA?iability insurance coverage required with respect
to that ride or attract km. 'ffayalcordance with section 14(a)(l) of the act f 4 f ^
8H1fa¥2»f4P.s :g*14(Aym

Class II amusement ridepr amusement attraction—A type of amusement ride or
amusement attractiwfwith respect to which the following apply:

(i) TheLmaeopattraction is on the Department's most current list of approved
rides. - V

(ii*)^e Department has, on its most current list of approved rides, designated
the rike or attraction as belonging within "Class II" for purposes of establishing

jpropriate required minimum liability insurance coverage required with
)ect to that ride or attraction, in accordance with section 14(a)(2) of the act.

mercially used—In the context of amusement rides and amusement attractions, the
term"includes any ride or attraction offered for use by persons in consideration of
payment of a ticket fee, an entry fee, a rental fee or any other fee or charge as a condition
of use of the ride or attraction.

Department—
(i) The Department of Agriculture of the Commonwealth.
(ii) The term includes employees of the Department.
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General qualified inspector—A qualified inspector with a Department-issued certificate
and credential card authorizing that person to act as a qualified inspector, without limiting
the exercise of that inspection authority to the amusement rides or amusement attractions
of a particular owner or lessee. A general qualified inspector is not an affiliated qualified
inspector.

Inspection—Inspection by a qualified [certified] inspector of an amusement ride, device
or attraction for compliance with the act and this chapter.

Kiddy ride or kiddie ride—An amusement ride or attraction designed primarily for use
by children up to 12 years of age. ^

Lessee—A person who leases an amusement ride or attraction from its owner, or.ffom1*
an authorized representative of an owner. *^ \J}

Major modification—A change in either the structural or operational charadl^ri%tics of
[the ride or device which will] an amusement ride or amusement attraction ̂ fa/ch can
alter its performance from that specified in the manufacturer's design crij£ri£

* * * * * ,4k. %/

National Electrical Code-The National Electrical Code NFPA^^['J0-1984] 70-E. as
revised,amendedorcorrected. ^& k * / ^

New amusement ride or amusement attraction—An amUsW©»t ride or attraction of a
design not [preivously] previously operated in this Commonwealth and for which no
regulations have been adopted. f\ V

Operation—
(i) When used in the context of an amvsWent ride or attraction, the term

includes the loading of persons ontQktheiSde or attraction, the physical movement
of the ride or—in the case of nonmecnWcal rides (such as slides) or attractions-
the movement of persons on or ffcccmgh. the ride or attraction, and the unloading of
persons from the ride or attradtlbfl!r

(ii) The term does notm#jWthe portion of a patron line that extends outside
of any fence, wall, gu&dmJ%r gate that limits access to the amusement ride or
amusement attractionimd that is required IN ORDER FOR THE RIDE OR
ATTRACTION to Jneef the ASTM International F-24 Committee Standards.

(Ill) THR/fcRM DOES NOT INCLUDE THAT PORTION OF A PATRON
LINE TpAT^TENDS OUTSIDE OR BEYOND ANY DEVICE OR OBJECT
THAT M I T S OR IDENTIFIES CONTROL ACCESS FOR THE RIDE OR
ATTP4PTON IF A FENCE, WALL, GUARDRAIL OR GATE IS NOT

iD IN ORDER FOR THE RIDE OR ATTRACTION TO MEET ASTM
NATIONAL F-24 COMMITTEE STANDARDS.

(i) A person who owns an amusement ride or attraction^ or the lessee if the
amusement ride or attraction is leased].

(ii) The term excludes the Commonwealth or its political subdivisions.
Pennsylvania Construction CodeAct-35 P. S. §§ 7210.101-7210.1103.
Permanent structure—A structure, enclosure or arrangement of parts, used or intended

to be used[,] for or as an amusement ride or attraction, that is erected to remain a lasting
part of the premises.
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Perso»--Includes a corporation, partnership, limited liability company, business trust,
other association, government entity (other than the Commonwealth), estate, trust,
foundation or natural person.

Professional engineer—An individual licensed and registered under the Engineer, Land
Surveyor and Geologist Registration Law (63 P. S. §§ 148-158.2) or a successor statute
to engage in the practice of engineering. THE TERM DOES NOT INCLUDE ANY
PERSON WHO IS EXEMPT FROM LICENSURE AND REGISTRATION UNDER
SECTION 5(B) OF THE ENGINEER, LAND SURVEYOR AND GEOLOGIST
REGISTRATION LAW (63 P.S. § 152(B)). ^

Qualified inspector—A person certified by the Department who by education,
or experience is knowledgeable with amusement ride operating manuals and
psychological effects each ride has upon a passenger. Such person shall alsc& ê*
experienced in the erection and dismantling of amusement rides and shajl #'&#miliar
with the specific equipment with that particular operator. THE TERM^jIcMjDES
AFFILIATED QUALIFIED INSPECTORS AND GENERAL QUAJJffjED
INSPECTORS. _CV

Serious injury or illness-- [Permanent or prolonged impalWmfof the body in which
part of the body is made functionally useless or substantjalryTeduced in efficiency.]

(i) An injury or illness that requires one or mw^of the following:
(A) Offsite emergency first aid. i#* \ '
(B) Offsite medical treatment, sflhether it is administered or

recommended or may be r&e^itek'd a future date.
(C) Observation by a UcenseJ^physician.
(D) Admission to a hos

(ii) The term also includes a^Wiury or illness that results in death,
dismemberment, signifieaaOlsfigurement or permanent loss of the use of a body
organ, member, mnotf on%rJsystemT

Temporary structure—A stricture, enclosure or arrangement of parts used, or intended
to be used[,] for or as an apusement ride or attraction, that is relocated from time to time
with or without disa&emAy.

Working Jav-A w i t h e r than a Saturday, Sunday, National holiday or holiday of the
Commonwealt

§ 139.3»,^orf|j>liance.
(a) JBgfamell requirement. Owners [and ride operators operating], lessees and operators

pj^n##&ient rides or attractions in this Commonwealth shall comply with this chapter.
(pijjuse ofnonconforming rides or attractions prohibited. An amusement ride or

amusement attraction which is not in compliance with this chapter may not be used or
occupied except as provided in subsection (c).

(c) Nonconforming individual units. Where only individual units of a ride, such as cars,
seats or other carriers are defective and not in [complaince] compliance with this chapter,
the units shall either be removed from the operating area of the ride or shall be taken out
of service and clearly marked with a sign reading "Out of Service" if the defects or
removal do not jeopardize the safety of the entire ride or attraction.
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§ 139.4. Registration.
(a) Registration required. An owner intending to operate or use an amusement ride or

an amusement attraction in this Commonwealth during a calendar year shall register the
amusement ride or amusement attraction with the Department prior to operation.

(b) Duration of registration. [An amusement ride or attraction which has undergone
major modification shall be registered and inspected by a qualified inspector before its
operation for use by the public] Registration of an amusement ride or an amusement
attraction shall expire as of the earlier of the following:

(1) January 1 of the year immediately following the year with respect to which
the registration is issued. ,.«??V*

(2) The date upon which the registered amusement ride or amusement altrrfction
undergoes a major modification. \ \

(c) [Registration includes the following: A^ Cf%^
(1) Owner's name, address and telephone number. \ \ * "
(2) Type of activity, park, carnival or fair. f^\J¥

(3) List of each ride or attraction by ride name, manufa^j^J^ name and serial
number. /_ L/^

(4) Name of owner's insurance company.] "^JLw
Obtaining a registration application. A person may obtain Mi amusement ride or

amusement attraction registration application form bWoAacting the Department as
described in § 139.14 (relating to contacting the DjgbilteSent). The Department will
provide the form upon request, and make the, formwailable for download through the
Department's website: www.agriculture.sta^pa^s.

(d) Contents of registration application form. A registration application form will
require the following information: \ ^

(1) The name, address, e-m6#address and telephone number of the owner.
(2) The name, address, ^rrtef address and telephone number of the lessee, if

different than the oWrnXX
(3) If the amusemerffade or amusement attraction has previously been

registered, the registration number appearing on the registration plate issued by
the Department and attached to that ride or attraction.

(4) A de&np%ion of the type of enterprise involved, whether a carnival, fair,
park, rental company, go-cart track, water park, nonseasonal operation, or other.

(5ThWis&6f each amusement ride or amusement attraction with respect to which
legislation is sought, by name, manufacturer's name and serial number.

le name, address, e-mail address and telephone number of the insurance
triers providing the owner, lessee or operator the liability coverage required

/under section 14 of the act (4 P. S. § 4141 and § 139.5 (relating to insurance!
(7) With respect to each identified amusement ride or attraction, verification of

one of the following:
(i) The amusement ride or amusement attraction is of a type appearing

on the Department's most current list of approved rides.
(ii) Written verification under seal of a professional engineer,

acknowledging familiarity with the ride or attraction at issue,
acknowledging familiarity with the requirements of the act and this
chapter and confirming all of the following:
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(A) The ride or attraction is designed to carry all loads safely,
and to withstand normal stresses to which it may be subjected.

(B) The structural materials and construction of the ride or
attraction conform to normal engineering practices, procedures,
standards and specifications.

(C) Data pertinent to the design, structures, and factors of safety
and performance are in accordance with accepted engineering
practices.

(D) The manufacturer or fabricator of the ride or attraction /<%

otherwise meets the applicable design and construction /^\^'
requirements of the act, the ASTM International F-24 gpram^tee
Standards and this chapter. \ \

(8) An acknowledgment by the applicant that, if the registration is'^proved, it
is the responsibility of the applicant to apprise the Department, in Vjiting, of
changes to the information provided on the registration applWW& during the
registration period. -*?S'^

(9) An acknowledgment by the applicant that, ifremstWoMs approved, the
registration shall automatically cease as of the date%p»y major modification,
and the ride shall be reregistered with the Department"'

(10 The signature of the applicant for regisWtioM, verifying that
representations in the application are accurate\od complete, and making that
verification subject to the penalties of 1%M%%.S. § 4904 (relating to unsworn
falsification to authorities). ^ X ^ ^

(e) Department action on registration aprMgation. The Department will, within 30
days of receiving a correct and comple&^istration application form, mail the applicant
one of the following: ( fKi

(1) Written confirmatk^^^egistration and, if necessary, a registration plate to
be affixed to the amWemW^ride or attraction^

(2) Written denial ^Registration, with an explanation of the reasons for denial.
(3) A detailed request for additional information or clarification the Department

deems neceWary to ensure the amusement ride or amusement attraction meets the
requireme&s%ksubsection (d)(7)(ii)(A)-(D). This request may also include a
requirement the ride or attraction be made available to the Department or persons
authWaedkiy the Department, at a time or location mutually agreeable to the
applicant and the Department, for inspection and testing. Once the requested

4m$@mhation is delivered to the Department or the requested testing and inspection
./Misconducted, the Department will have an additional 30-day period within which

% / t o review the registration application.
(f) Responsibility of registrant. A person who registers an amusement ride or

amusement attraction in accordance with this section shall, during the registration period,
be responsible to apprise the Department, in writing, of changes to the information
provided on the registration application. In addition, the registrant shall affix the
registration plate provided by the Department to the amusement ride or amusement
attraction in a location where the plate is plainly visible to the riding public, and shall
promptly request a replacement plate when necessary.
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Cg) Refusal or revocation of registration. If the Department issues a written denial of
registration as described in subsection (e)(2), it will afford the applicant an opportunity
for an administrative hearing on the denial. If the Department has reason to believe an
amusement ride or amusement attraction that is registered does not meet the requirements
for registration, it will issue a written revocation of registration, and will afford the
applicant an opportunity for an administrative hearing on the denial.

(h) Registration plate. The Department will issue a registration plate, bearing a unique
registration number, with respect to each amusement ride or amusement attraction
registered in accordance with this section. The registration plate remains the property«of
the Department after it is issued. The registrant shall be responsible to ensure thatjfljJL^'
registration plate remains affixed to the registered amusement ride or amusenfentL..)
attraction in a location where the plate is plainly visible to the riding public. IJheV
registration plate is intended as a permanent means of identifying the amusekent ride or
attraction, and shall remain affixed to the ride or attraction from one reaiiteffion period to
the next. IF THE REGISTRATION PLATE CANNOT BE AFFIXBPJP0 THE
REGISTERED AMUSEMENT RIDE OR AMUSEMENT ATTRACTION IN A
LOCATION WHERE THE PLATE IS PLAINLY V I S f f i l ^ Q ^ F R I D I N G PUBLIC,
IT MAY BE AFFIXED TO A SIGN, PLACARD OR SUf%A«EAT THE POINT OF
INGRESS TO THE RIDE OR ATTRACTION, SO AS JO #E PLAINLY VISIBLE TO
THE RIDING PUBLIC, AND SHALL PHYSICALLMECOMPANY THE RIDE OR
ATTRACTION AT ALL TIMES. Although the nArtrnent will not charge a fee for the
issuance of a registration plate, it will charge.a r,6&Aant $30 to replace a lost or
obliterated registration plate. This charge r##c&tne reasonable cost to the Department
of replacing a registration plate. ^ \

(i) Inspection of amusement rides orjJmjUsement attractions. The Department may
inspect any amusement ride or attracMfe or any device or location it reasonably believes
to be an amusement ride or attmctW&to determine whether the ride or attraction is
properly registered. The insm#cti&i3hall be conducted in accordance with § 139.7(d)
(relating to inspection).

§ 139.5. Insurance
(a) General requirement. A person may not operate an amusement ride or amusement

attraction unleSWpolicy of insurance is in effect insuring the owner, lessee or operator
against liab^^fOT injury to persons arising out of the use of an amusement ride or
attractipj^[w%hin the owner's control]. The insurance policy shall be procured from an
insure##kg«rety authorized to do business in this Commonwealth [or eligible to do
budnSkEhder section 7 of the act of January 24,1966 (1965) (P. L. 1509, No. 531),
ref&qpd to as the Surplus Lines Insurance Law and shall be in the following amounts:]
OR ELIGIBLE TO DO BUSINESS UNDER THE SURPLUS LINES INSURANCE
PROVISIONS ESTABLISHED UNDER SECTION 19 OF THE ACT OF DECEMBER
18, 1992 (P.L 1519, NO. 178)(40 P.S. §§ 991.1601 - 991.1625).

(1) [For an attraction or amusement ride qualified to meet a Class I designation
according to a list maintained by the Department, including bumper cars, bumper
boats, coin-operated kiddie rides, go-carts, live animal rides, manually powered
rides, miniature trains, moon walks, slides and similar devices--] Iftherideor
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attraction is a Class I amusement ride or attraction, the minimum limits of the
policy must be $100,000 per occurrence and $300,000 in the aggregate.

(2) [For an attraction or amusement ride qualified to meet a Class II designation
according to a list maintained by the Department--] If the ride or attraction is a
Class II amusement ride or amusement attraction, the minimum limits of the
policy must be $250,000 per occurrence and $500,000 in the aggregate,

(b) Certificate of insurance. [A] An owner or operator shall deliver a valid certificate
of insurance [shall be furnished] to the Department prior to the operation of [a] an
amusement ride or amusement attraction for use by the public. The certificate of ^ ̂
insurance shall be delivered to the Department in accordance with § 139.14 frelatinMo^
contacting the Department). The owner or operator is responsible for assuring|h%0e
insuring company notifies the Department immediately upon cancellation or%a&ge of
coverage [and the certificate shall acknowledge the notification responsibility.*"

(c) Content of certificate of insurance. A certificate of insurance must Wiorth the
following: /\f

(1) The identity of the insured. / ^ ^ • ' i
(2) The identity, address and telephone number ofihe ilisuratice company

issuing the policy. ^J»»»--
(3) Identification of the amusement rides and amusement attractions covered by

the policy. THIS MAY CONSIST OF A ROS%& IDENTIFYING EACH RIDE
THAT IS INSURED UNDER THE POLIWOR AN ACKNOWLEDGMENT
THAT ALL OF THE AMUSEMENT^RMS- AND AMUSEMENT
ATTRACTIONS OF A DESIGNATE) W N E R OR OPERATOR ARE
COVERED BYTHEPOLICY^ , \

(4) The policy limits per occurrence.
(5) The policy limits in the; &gtregate.
(6) The effective dates o#E&%rage.
(7) An acknowledginenf<hat the Department, as certificateholder, is to be

notified by the insurance carrier in the event of cancellation of coverage.

§ 139.6. Itinerary.,^
The owner oroper&y of an amusement park, carnival, fair, or other itinerant

amusement rideV amusement attraction registered with the Department shall [file]
deliver an it^a^raif [with] to the Department [no less than] at least 15 days prior to the
operatior&ofkride or attraction for use by the public in this Commonwealth. This

/ if W

delivewAaarbe accomplished by mail, e-mail, personal delivery or fax transmission to
thrfa^nteiber provided in § 139.14 (relating to contacting the department). The itinerary
[sn%UVfnust include the following:

(1)' The name of the amusement ride or amusement attraction owner.
* * * * *

(3) The carnival, fair [or], activity sponsor and, if available, the name and telephone
number of a contact person for the event.

(4) The address and telephone number of the activity site, the fax number of the site (if
available) and an e-mail address for the site (if available).
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§ 139.7. Inspection.
(a) General inspection requirement. An owner or lessee of an amusement ride or

amusement attraction shall have the ride inspected in accordance with section 7 of the act
(A P. S. S 4071 and this chapter.

(b) Occasions when inspection is required. An amusement ride or amusement
attraction shall be inspected as follows:
Location Type

Any location Amusement ride or
amusement attraction

Amusement Amusement ride or
park amusement attraction

Fair or Amusement ride or
carnival amusement attraction

Any location New amusement ride or
amusement attraction

Any location Amusement ride or
amusement attraction that
has undergone major

Interval
Prior to operation for the riding public, and on
a monthly basis thereafter DURING A fif\.
SEASON OF OPERATION FOR U S ^ V
THERIDINGPUBLIC .\j^
Prior to operation for the riding^fAlic, and on
a monthly basis thereafter IJWAfG A
SEASON OF OPERATIQ^ffOR USE BY
THE RIDING PUBLIC'"

Prior to operation fob
new location

lg public at each

Prior to operationtbr the riding public

Prior Mgpi ition for the riding public

)

modification x/
(c) Qualified inspector to conduct wsphetion. The amusement ride or amusement

attraction owner or lessee shall engageCa qualified inspector [certified by the Department]
to perform the inspections reguirmihy the act and this chapter. [Rides or attractions to be
operated by the owner shallw%"TEe owner or lessee shall make the amusement ride or
amusement attraction availablyto the qualified inspector [and the owner will be held]..
The owner or lessee shall «We solely responsible for all expenses in connection with the
inspection. The qualified inspector shall, at the conclusion of an inspection, issue the
owner or lessee^tne original plus one copy of a complete inspection affidavit form, as
described in § 1
inspector's r<

JS (relating to inspection affidavits), and retain a copy for the qualified

ovfner or lessee shall have inspection performed by a qualified inspector on the

(1) An amusement park ride or attraction on a 30 operating day basis during a
season for operation for use by the public.

(2) A fair, carnival ride and attraction before its operation at a new location.
(3) A new or modified amusement ride and attraction before its operation for

use by the public begins.]
(d) Inspection by the Department. The Department may inspect any amusement ride or

amusement attraction (including the operation of that amusement ride or amusement
attraction), or any device or location it reasonably believes to be an amusement ride or
amusement attraction, to determine whether the ride or attraction is properly registered,
whether the ride or attraction has been inspected by a qualified inspector, whether the
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qualified inspector has performed a competent inspection of the ride or attraction and
whether the ride or attraction otherwise complies with the requirements of the Act and
this chapter. The inspection may be unannounced or with advance notice to the owner or
lessee. The Department will endeavor to conduct these inspections at reasonable times
and with a minimum intrusion, unless otherwise necessary to safeguard the public.

(e) Responsibility of owner, lessee or operator to allow inspection. An owner, lessee or
operator shall allow the Department to inspect an amusement ride or amusement
attraction, and may not hinder or impede the Department in the performance of the
inspection. ^

(f) Responsibility of owner, lessee or operator to produce records. At the request^the
Department, an owner, lessee or operator shall produce documentation as to btrthilhi
operation and maintenance of an amusement ride or amusement attraction. "\ V

§ 139.8. Inspection affidavits. % \ V

(a) Inspection affidavit required. [The] An owner or lessee shall. WWi&spect to each
amusement ride or amusement attraction that is to be operated fbzwWby the public, file a
written affidavit with the Department, affirmed by a qualified irJ^ctdr, that the
amusement ride or amusement attraction [complies with tAu&Mnd this chapter. The
affidavit shall be filed for each amusement ride and attrj|ction*which is to be operated for
use by the public] has been inspected in accordance waAtlfae requirements of the act and
this chapter, and meets those requirements. A singlf inspection affidavit may pertain to
multiple amusement rides or amusement a t t r a c t i o n s ^ .

(b) Filins the inspection affidavit. [The aAdaWshall be filed by mail] An owner or
lessee shall file an inspection affidavit witkBte Department within 48 hours of the
inspection^ and a copy shall be availat%upon request at the ride or attraction site when
the ride is being operated for public ifeeV Filing shall be accomplished in accordance with
§ 139.14 (relating to contacting? tfr^r)teparmient).

(c) Copy of inspection aff^aynH^be retained for inspection onsite. An owner or lessee
shall be responsible to ensurMhat a copy of the inspection affidavit described in
subsection (b) is retained at the site where the amusement ride or amusement attraction is
being operated for public use. The inspection affidavit shall be made available for
inspection upon^uW- of the Department. The Department may retain the onsite copy of
the inspection jfehavit, provide the owner, lessee, operator or attendant a receipt for the
same, and aB«wJ#e amusement ride or amusement attraction to continue being operated
forpublkusVf y

(d) haMm^f compliance to be posted. [The] An owner [of the] or lessee of an
an*fiSe%ielit ride or amusement attraction shall post a notice advising the public of
conMi&nce with the act. This notice is in addition to any registration plate issued in
accordance with § 139.4 (relating to registration). The notice shall be posted at a place
readily observed by the public and [shall] consist of a sign made of [substantial and, if
exposed to the elements, of weatherproof] durable material [with] suitable for the
location where it is posted. The notice must be on a bright green background [and], with
white lettering. The size of the letters [may not be less than] must be at least 1/2 inch in
height and 1/8 inch width stroke reading:
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THIS RIDE HAS (OR ALTERNATE-THE RIDES IN THIS PARK,
CARNIVAL, FAIR, ETC. HAVE) [HAS] BEEN INSPECTED AS REQUIRED
BY THE PENNSYLVANIA AMUSEMENT RIDE INSPECTION ACT.

§ 139.9. Qualified inspectors.
(a) [It is the policy of the Department to accept voluntary registration of an individual

or an agency registration of an individual if there is acceptable evidence that the
individual has a thorough working knowledge of pertinent statutes relating to amusement
rides and attractions and this chapter.] General. The Department will certify persons mho
meet the requirements of this section to act as qualified inspectors. Any inspectionj&ul'
amusement ride or amusement attraction required under the act shall be condtfctdd, 5V a
qualified inspector who is certified by the Department with respect to the catigohy of
amusement ride or amusement attraction that is being inspected. Persons w ^ h a v e been
certified by the Department as qualified inspectors prior to (EditbrlfNote-. The
blank refers to the effective date of adoption of this proposed ralemaflaJIYniav continue
to inspect amusement rides and attractions under authority of that, @©rfciflcation, but shall
meet the requirements of this section when the qualified insfiecfeiiexf renews the
certification in accordance with subsection (k). 4 ^ » w

(b) [The Department will hold examinations as qualified amusement ride/attraction
inspectors, at times determined by the Department. Pupi ls desiring to take the
examination shall forward their applications to theZ)%artment, on forms provided by the
Department, in a reasonable time prior to the^daVW^xaminatiom and include a fee of $50
for a 3-year certification period.] Certificatijotkctiizories. The Department will
categorize amusement rides and attractions,Ad will be guided by ASTM categorizations
of amusement rides and attractions in thfgjcategorization process. The Department will
establish specific written tests or hands%i tests, or both, with respect to each category.
These categories may address wattr ffefes, climbing walls, kiddie rides, train rides,
hydraulics, inflatable rides o/^i'y%mer category described in ASTM standards and
designated by the DepartmeSfcThe Department will publish the current list of
certification categories onjts website (www.pda.state.usl The Department may
categorize an amusgfnent ride or amusement attraction in a manner other than as
categorized by ASTM^f there is no applicable ASTM categorization or the Department,
in its discretioffeelieves another categorization is more appropriate.

(c) [OnlyWpJipknts who meet the Department's requirements for education, training
and are^pe^ericed in the erection and dismantling of amusement rides will be permitted
to take^Wxknination. The examination will consist of two parts, class I and class II,

found competent through examination will be awarded a certificate and a
cretlenlial card authorizing them to inspect amusement rides/attractions according to a
listing maintained by the Department for each class. A certified inspector does not
become an employe, agent or authorized representative of the Department, nor may he
represent himself to be.] Application. A person may apply to the Department to become a
qualified inspector. A qualified inspector application form may be obtained by contacting
the Department through any means described in § 139.14 (relating to contacting the
Department). The qualified inspector application form will require the following
information:

(1) The name, address and telephone number of the applicant.
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(2) The e-mail address of the applicant (if it exists).
(3) The name, address and telephone number of the particular owner or lessee

with respect to which the applicant seeks to become an affiliated qualified
inspector, if the applicant seeks to be an affiliated qualified inspector.

(4) A detailed description of the education, training or experience of the
applicant with respect to the safe erection, operation and dismantling of the
amusement rides and attractions.

(5) The specific categories of amusement rides or amusement attractions with
respect to which certification is sought. f3,

(6) Verification that the applicant is at least 18 years of age as of the date Athe
qualified inspector application form. *^ islj '

(7) The signature of the applicant, verifying that representations male I t the
application are true and correct, and made subject to the penalties oJ3?HS*£>a.C.S.
§ 4904 (relating to unsworn falsification to authorities). *. \ **"

(d) [Credential cards will be issued for a 3-year period. Credentia^&sj^s will be
renewed for 3 years following written application to do so, and upoiajj&epartment
confirmation that the applicant has been active in the inspecjtipri^amusement rides and
has attended an industry sponsored school, such as the A.#0A/Safety and Maintenance
Seminar or its equivalent, during the 3-year period. If an applicant for credential card
renewal has not remained sufficiently active in the insf»|cwon of amusement rides,
reexamination may be required.] Application fee. %he%pplication fee with respect to a
qualified inspector application form is $50. Thirfetets not refundable, and shall be paid
by check or money order made payable to ,#e/'Ct)mmonwealth of PA" in that amount.

(e) [Credential cards will be issued in thej%me of the inspector identifying the scope
of the inspector's authority, such as beinWimited only to specific owners of equipment.
Separate cards are required for each alftetation or for independent status.] Filing the
application. An applicant shall*suW& a complete qualified inspector application form to
the Department by mailing of ̂ e%0ring the form, together with the fee described in
subsection (d), to the addressNai § 137.14 (relating to contacting the Department).

(f) [The Secretary may suspend a credential card for cause, but no certificate may be
revoked until the injector has been granted a hearing.] Department review and action.
The Department/Wlir%omptly review an application to determine whether the
application forfM& complete and will, within 30 days of receiving the application,
provide the tmpjjclht the following by mail or electronic means:

,«(1) ̂ ^acknowledgment of receipt of the complete application.
,4@KA schedule showing dates, times and locations of upcoming Qualified
Specter Tests, and instructions for scheduling the applicant to sit for the test.
(3) Written instructions as to how the applicant may download a Qualified

Inspector Test study packet from the Department's internet website, receive a test
study packet by e-mail or request the Department mail the applicant a test study
packet.

(g) Qualified Inspector Test. The Qualified Inspector Test shall be a written test or a
hands-on test, or both, measuring the experience and ability of the applicant with respect
to the safe erection, operation and dismantling of amusement rides or attractions that are
in the category of amusement ride or amusement attraction with respect to which
certification is sought. The test may address multiple categories of amusement rides and
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attractions. The Department will score a Qualified Inspector Test within 30 days after it is
administered-. The passing score for the test shall be 70% or higher. The Department will
promptly report the results to the applicant by mail or electronic means WITHIN 30
DAYS OF THE DATE OF THE QUALIFIED INSPECTOR TEST,

(Ti) Qualified inspector's certificate and credential card.
(X) If an applicant passes the Qualified Inspector Test, the Department will

issue a certificate and a credential card identifying the applicant as a qualified
inspector of amusement rides and attractions, specifying whether the person is an
affiliated qualified inspector or a general qualified inspector, and setting forthJhe
following:

(i) The name of the qualified inspector and, on the credentials
photograph of the qualified inspector,

(if) The date of certification and the expiration date-
Cm) The particular owner or lessee with respect to whicfftfe applicant is

authorized to act as an affiliated qualified inspector, jfjW&pplication does
not specify an affiliation, if issued to an affiliated .qiajjtfled inspector,

(iv) The categories of amusement rides or a to l^nVwith respect to
which the applicant is certified as a qualifi AitWpector.

(2) The certificate and credential card will remain tJ6 property of the
Department and shall, upon the written requesmfthe Department, be surrendered
to the Department. The applicant shall be responsible to coordinate with the
Department to obtain the photograph reqtfii;e& for the issuance of the credential
card. %/T^/

(i) Powers of affiliated qualified inspectopkgnd general qualified inspectors.
(1) An affiliated qualified inspector may do the following:

(i) Conduct an inspem&aTofan amusement ride or amusement attraction
that is both of the f A w i n g :

(AyJwrfldlbr leased by a person designated on the affiliated
qualifiM,inspector's certificate and credential card.

(Bi Within a category with respect to which the qualified
inspector is certified.
iQ inspection affidavits as described in 9 139.8 ("relating to

Section affidavits').
M) Charge a fee for conducting an inspection, but not a fee that varies

» with whether an amusement ride or amusement attraction passes or fails
/ the inspection.

,/*"% !%) A general qualified inspector may do the following:
\y/ (i) Conduct an inspection of an amusement ride or amusement attraction

that is within a category with respect to which the qualified inspector is
certified.

(ii) Issue inspection affidavits as described in § 139.8.
(Hi) Charge a fee for conducting an inspection, but not a fee that varies

with whether an amusement ride or amusement attraction passes or fails
the inspection.

(\) Duration of certification. A qualified inspector's certification will expire 3 years
from the date of certification, unless revoked or suspended earlier by the Department.
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(k) Renewal of current certificate and credential card.
(DA qualified inspector may renew certification by delivering to the

Department, at the address in § 139.14 and prior to the expiration of the current
certificate and credential card, a complete renewal form. A person may obtain this
form by contacting the Department through any means described in § 139.14. The
renewal form will require the information described in subsection (c)(l>-(7\ and
the following:

(i) Information to verify A COPY OF A COURSE COMPLETION
CERTIFICATE VERIFYING that the applicant has met the continuing,
education requirement in subsection (T). This information must mei
eearse dates, locations and descriptions, copies of course comr.
eertificates and other information necessary to demonstrate-at
fee-course and successful completion of the course requkedwb&k

Cii) A nonrefundable $50 application fee, by check or mcWv order made
payable to the "Commonwealth of Pennsylvania" in tfaiiii§mount.

(2) The Department will, within 30 days of receipt of aAmpiete renewal form,
mail or deliver to the applicant approval or denial ofAeW.q'ueited renewal, or a
request for additional information. If the DepartmeWkmies the renewal it will
provide written notice of the basis for denial. A renewed certificate will be valid
for the period described in subsection (i). Ja\^

(\) Continuing education requirement. As a preremtisife to renewal of certification
under subsection fk), an affiliated qualified insp^Bt&shall attend at least 24 hours of
relevant Department-approved continuing .^iucitedn training in the area of safe
amusement ride and attraction erection and^^teration during the period of certification. A
general qualified inspector shall attendjWeast 48 hours of this training during the period
of certification. If a qualified inspecWWfs to comply with this continuing education
requirement, certification will expiEj&Tofthe expiration date on the qualified inspector's
current certificate and crede^fial%,ra. If the Department determines that amusement rides
or amusement attractions beffSnging to a particular category established under subsection
(b) are of a comparatively simple design or operation to reasonably justify a requirement
of fewer hours ofcoAinuing education for qualified inspectors of that particular category
of amusement ride" orWnusement attraction than are otherwise required under this
subsection, it A/establish this continuing education requirement by publishing notice of
this requirement iATthe Pennsylvania Bulletin, posting notice of this requirement on its
website .and providing all qualified inspectors for the subject category of amusement ride
or amuWkenf attraction with written notice of this requirement. THIS REDUCED
CO#%#MNG EDUCATION REQUIREMENT SHALL NOT ENTAIL FEWER
T A W 16 HOURS OF CONTINUING EDUCATION.

(m) Revocation or suspension of certification. The Department may revoke the
certification of a qualified inspector for cause, after providing the qualified inspector
written notice and opportunity for a hearing. A revocation will be for a specific period of
time determined by the Department. The circumstances justifying revocation include the
following:

(1) Allowing another person to conduct an amusement ride or amusement
attraction inspection under authority of the certificate or credential card.
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(2) Issuing an inspection affidavit without first conducting a thorough
inspection of the amusement ride or amusement attraction that is the subject of the
inspection affidavit.

(3) Issuing an inspection affidavit with respect to an amusement ride or
amusement attraction that does not meet the requirements of the act and this
chapter.

(4) Representing a qualified inspector to be an employee or agent of the
Department.

(5) Inspecting an amusement ride or amusement attraction that is not in the,*.
category of amusement ride or amusement attraction with respect to whichjfk^
qualified inspector is certified. % %J) '

(6) Basing an inspection fee amount upon whether an inspection af&WWt is
issued with respect to the amusement ride or amusement attractienlftspected.

(7) Altering or defacing a certificate or credential card for the<pu^pose of
obscuring or misrepresenting the information on either documW^

(8) Other violations of the act or this chapter. rm/!i"wl

<% < w '̂
§ 139.10. {Advisory BoardWReserved). \&m*'

{(a) For the purpose of advising the Secretary when determining factual interpretations
amending or repealing this chapter and for evaluating^pftrtions for exception or variance
from this chapter, the Governor will appoint an Adfis^ry Board on Amusement
Ride/Attraction Safety consisting of nine memb^rl^ Members will include the following:
THE AMUSEMENT RIDE SAFETY A D M S o W BOARD IS ESTABLISHED
UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE ACT* T o ¥ f ERCISE THE POWERS AND
PERFORM THE DUTIES ASCRroED\O IT IN THE ACT. THE BOARD IS
APPOINTED BY THE GOVERNOR^ND CONSISTS OF TEN MEMBERS, AS
FOLLOWS: ^ . ^ T

(1) A representati#"^f^e^musement ride manufacturers.
(2) The President f ^ O REPRESENTATIVES of the Pennsylvania State

Showman's SHOWMEN'S Association.
(3) The Chairman TWO REPRESENTATIVES of the Pennsylvania

Association.
resident of the Pennsylvania Amusement Park Association,
resident A REPRESENTATIVE of the Pennsylvania STATE

)pIATION OF County Fairs Association.
(5) A mechanical engineer.
(6) Two public representatives.

(8) The Secretary OR HIS DESIGNEE, who will be designated by the Governor
as the Chairman.

(b) The Board will be known as the Amusement Ride Safety Advisory Board.
—(e) The Board will hold public hearings at a time and place that the Board specifies to
carry out its responsibilities.}

§139.11. Accident reporting.
(a) Report required. [When an owner submits an accident report to the owner's

insurance company, a copy of those reports which involve physical injuries or death to an
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individual as a result of the operation of an amusement ride or attraction shall be sent to
the Department by the owner at the same time. The notice shall indicate the description of
the amusement ride or attraction by which the injury or death occurred and the nature of
the injuries or cause of death.] An owner or lessee shall file an accident report with the
Department with respect to any accident which results in death or serious injury or illness
as a result of the operation of an amusement ride or amusement attraction. The accident
report form shall be faxed or delivered to the Department, at the address or fax number in
§ 139.14 (relating to contacting the Department! within 48 hours after the owner, lessee
or operator is aware of the death, serious injury or illness. THE REPORTING
REQUIREMENT DESCRIBED IN THIS SUBSECTION APPLIES FROM THE,
THE OWNER OR LESSEE ACQUIRES KNOWLEDGE THAT SUCH A DEAgpHAS
OCCURRED, OR THAT THE INJURY OR ILLNESS IS A SERIOUS INJ#R%OR
ILLNESS, AS THAT TERM IS DEFINED IN § 139.2 AND THE A C T # W ' ^ . S . §
402). J\l'

(b) Accident report form. [When a serious injury, death or fire oc$ft|jjs a result of the
operation of an amusement ride or attraction, the operators shall jn&n#diately close the
attraction or ride and the owner shall so notify the Department %^i#& reasonable period
of time. The attraction or ride may not be reused until it haWw« inspected, repaired or
declared safe by a qualified inspector. In the event ofdegth, me ride or attraction may not
be reopened until declared safe by the insurance comwdnylof the owner. This declaration
shall be in writing to the Department. In the case c#a\erbal declaration from the
insurance carrier, a written declaration shall be submitted to the Department.] An
accident report required under the act and Ms^sefetion shall be made on a form provided
by the Department. The accident report formWv be downloaded from the Department's
website, or a supply of accident reportTWis may be obtained from the Department by
request directed to the Department invkordance with § 139.14. The following
information shall be included iaamaBmdent report:

(1) The name and a*feeWt>f the operator of the amusement ride or amusement
attraction at which th%eath or serious injury or illness occurred.

(2) The name and»address of the owner or lessee of the amusement ride or
amusement .ajtraction at which the death or serious injury or illness occurred.

(3) A delcr^tion of the ride involved, including registration number, name of
ride, mAw&acturer and manufacturer's serial number.

(4)NLdeMled description of the incident giving rise to the death or serious
ury/or illness.

•f he name and address of the dead, ILL or injured person.
'€) A general summary of the apparent ILLNESS OR injuries sustained by each

dead, ILL or injured person.
(7) The names and addresses of all known witnesses to the incident giving rise

to the death. ILLNESS or injury.
(8) The signature of the owner or lessee, verifying the accuracy of the injury

report form subject to the penalties of 18 Pa.C.S. § 4904 (relating to unsworn
falsification to authorities).

(c) Duty of owner, lessee or operator to close ride or attraction pending reinspection.
[Documents concerning accident reports, the disclosure of which may lead to the
disclosure of the institution, progress or result of investigation undertaken by an agency
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in the performance of its official duties, may not be deemed public record under the act of
June 18,1984 (P. L. 384, No. 81) (65 P. S. § 66.1), known as the Right-to-Know Act.]

(1) When a death, a serious injury or illness or a fire occurs as a result of an operation
of an amusement ride or amusement attraction, the owner, operator or lessee shall
immediately close the ride or attraction until it has been inspected and declared safe by a
qualified inspector.

(2) If the serious injury described in paragraph (1) results in death, dismemberment,
significant disfigurement or permanent loss of the use of a body organ, the required
inspection shall be performed by a qualified inspector who is an employee of the ^
Department, and the ride or attraction may not be reopened until it has been inspeci&ahd
approved to reopen, in writing, by the Department. "# %{mJ

(3) If the serious injury described in paragraph (I) results in death, the ride.%attraction
may not be reopened until the written approval described in paragraph ffi) is%btained and
the ride or attraction is declared safe by the insurance company of the QiraerT This
declaration shall be by writing delivered to the Department. 7 \ Z r

§ 139.12. fVariancesHRcscrvcd). ^ %J w"
[Where the literal application of this chapter may cause 'uMmyhardship, the affected

party may file a written request for relief with the Secretary!/The petition shall set forth in
detail the grounds upon which the request is based and^Bether or not a personal hearing
is desired. The Secretary may, upon application, gigni^fceptions or variances but only
where it is clearly evident that it is needed topretTO'undue hardship—that is, financial,
and the like—existing conditions prevent pi%#c#€ompliance and where it is clearly
evident that reasonable safety is assured.] \y

(A) APPLICATION.—ANY AFFEC^fD OWNER OR LESSEE OF AMUSEMENT
RIDES OR ATTRACTIONS MAY A%LT IN WRITING TO THE DEPARTMENT
FOR AN ORDER FOR A VARTA##*FROM ANY RULE, REGULATION OR
STANDARD. / \ \ ^

(b) EXCEPTIONS.—THE&ECRETARY MAY GRANT EXCEPTIONS FROM THE
RULES, REGULATIONS.AND STANDARDS ADOPTED BY THE DEPARTMENT
PURSUANT TO "WS ACT IF:

(1) IT J S W p E N T THAT THE ACTION IS NECESSARY TO PREVENT
UNDU6#ARDSHIP; OR

2)fXjj71NG CONDITIONS PREVENT PRACTICAL COMPLIANCE AND
sTABLE SAFETY OF THE PUBLIC CAN, IN THE OPINION OF THE

iTARY, BE ASSURED.

§ 1S^Z3. Penalties.
(a) Civil penalties.

(1) A person who willfully or repeatedly violates the act or this chapter is
subject to a civil penalty not to exceed $2,000 [for] with respect to each violation.

(2) If the Department elects to pursue a civil penalty, it will provide the person
who is the proposed subject of that civil penalty with written notice of the
proposed adjudication assessing the civil penalty, and afford that person 7
working days from receipt of that notice within which to deliver to the
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Department a written request for an administrative hearing on the proposed civil
penalty.

(3) A written request for an administrative hearing must specify those portions
of the proposed adjudication with respect to which the person requesting the
hearing takes issue, the basis for the objection and other relevant facts or
arguments not addressed in the proposed adjudication. The administrative hearing
will be limited to these objections, additional facts or arguments. Any portion of
the proposed adjudication that is not specifically objected to will be deemed
admitted at the administrative hearing. ^

(4) The Department will, in accordance with section 1 Ha) of the act (4 R,A'Jr

§ 41 l(a)*), grant an administrative hearing within 7 days of receiving a^Ateti
request for an administrative hearing. The Department will grant misdealing by
mailing or delivering a notice to the person making the request,/&et0^ forth the
date, time and location of the administrative hearing. An adminisfraflve hearing is
granted" for purposes of section 1 l(a) of the act if the refereAJfaotice is mailed
or delivered within the 7-day period, regardless of whether%hWctual scheduled
date of the administrative hearing is before or after the expiration of the
referenced 7-day period. \Jmmf"

(5) If a timely request for an administrative hearingls not received, the
Department will issue the proposed adjudicatienQHts final adjudication, and
deliver that final adjudication to the subiectf>fHhat document.

(b) Criminal penalties. An owner or lessee, of/art Anusement ride or amusement
attraction who willfully violates the act or ^s^rkpter where the violation causes death to
a member of the public exposed to the y i o l A n , commits a misdemeanor of the third
degree and shall, upon conviction, be sentenced to pay a fine not exceeding $2,500 or to a
term of imprisonment not exceeding Ujbar, or both. If the conviction is for a violation
committed after a first convictien^&offender shall be sentenced to pay a fine not
exceeding $5,000 or to a term*9fioa|risonment not exceeding 1 year, or both.

9 139.14. ContactMe the Department.
(a) Methods ofionhet. For purposes of the act and this chapter, the Department may

be contacted as%6ows:
(ll^famailtothe following address:

Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture
4^KEN: Bureau of Ride and Measurement Standards

/ ^ 2 3 0 1 North Cameron Street
A. /karr isburE. PA 17110-9408

F (2) By telephone to (7171 787-2291.
(3) By fax to (717) 783-4158.
(4) By e-mail to: ra-amusementrides@state.pa.us.

(b) Obtaining forms. Forms and documents referenced in this chapter may be obtained
by mailing, faxing or telephoning a request to the Department, or may be available from
the Department's website, at: www.agriculture.state.pa.us
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(c) Filing documents with the Department. A document required to be filed with the
Department under this chapter will be considered "filed" as of the date of postmark, fax
transmission, e-mail delivery or actual delivery, whichever occurs first.

(d) Delivering documents to the Department. A document required to be delivered to
the Department under this chapter will be considered "delivered" as of the date it is
received at the Department, whether by mail delivery, e-mail, personal delivery, facsimile
transmission or other electronic means.

Subchapter B. DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

§139.41. General.
(a) Design and construction. Manufacturers and fabricators of amusemefjMdes and

attractions shall design and construct the amusement rides, devices[,] and^tfuctures to
carry all loads safely and to withstand normal stresses to which they^m^be subjected.
Structural materials and construction of rides and attractions [shall$,?Wt conform to
recognized engineering [practies] practices, procedures, staWar%ArMspecifications.
This information shall also be furnished by the owner or o$a«©f for existing rides and
attractions if required by the Department. Stress analysijand%'ther data pertinent to the
design, structure, factors of safety or performance ch;m0@ristics shall be in accordance
with accepted engineering practices. ^ \ f

(b) ASTM International F-24 Committee Startfmfrs. Manufacturers and fabricators of
amusement rides and attractions shall compfewWcurrent ASTM International F-24
Committee Standards concerning amus^men^ades and devices as they pertain to
manufacturer responsibilities for equirjrrteft design, testing, erection, operation
maintenance and inspections. TheseA^M International F-24 Committee Standards^,
October 1984,] and subsequent»am^#ments are incorporated by reference.

(c) C%a»ga? or mo<&/zca#fMf.\t
(1) The applicable llandards shall be the ASTM International F-24 Committee

Standards in effectas of the earlier of the following:
(ryftie date of contract for original manufacture of the amusement ride

If) The date of the bill of sale from the manufacturer to the original
haser of the amusement ride or attraction.

changes or modifications to the ASTM International F-24 Committee
ards after the earlier of the dates described in paragraph (l)(i) and (ID may

; apply to the amusement ride or amusement attraction unless the standards
/themselves require retroactive implementation or the Department makes

adherence to these new standards a condition of registration.
(d) An amusement ride or amusement attraction shall operate in strict accordance with

the applicable ASTM International Standards. If the attraction is modified the latest
version of the ASTM International Standards shall apply to the change, alteration or
modifications.

(e) Owners of existing amusement rides[,] and attractions are responsible for obtaining
the required construction maintenance and operational information from the manufacturer
if available.
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§139.42. Structures.
[(a)] Permanent buildings, enclosed structures and rides intended to be used THAT

ARE NOT MANUFACTURED AS PART OF AN AMUSEMENT RIDE OR
AMUSEMENT ATTRACTION BUT THAT ARE NEVERTHELESS USED for or as an
amusement ride or amusement attraction shall be constructed to conform to [the
requirements of fire and panic regulations at 34 Pa. Code Chapters 49-59 (relating to
administration-buildings; general requirements-buildings; A-l assembly; division A-2
assembly; division A-3 assembly; group B educational; division C-2 hotels, motels,
apartment buildings, etc.; division C-3 small group habitation; division C-4 single^
apartments; division D-0 ordinary commercial, industrial, office)] the Pennsylvania]
Construction Code Act unless exempted under that statute or its attendant regulations..
and shall have posted therein a certificate of occupancy issued by [the Seciel^y of the
Department of Labor and Industry] a building code official in accordans^iih the
Pennsylvania Construction Code Act. . . ^X^

[(b) Temporary buildings intended to be used for or as an amu^eiag|snt ride or attraction
that are relocated from time to time, with or without disassembl^half conform to the
following: \^%*<j

(1) Be noncombustible or 1 hour fiame-retardant. V
(2) Be provided a minimum of two exits rea0ma%ly remote from each other.

Exits, including access to exits, shall be illujb%aied and marked and exit doors be
equipped with panic hardware and op^n<W&ard and lead directly to the outside.
Required travel distance from one pfeit may be no more than 75 feet.

(3) Be provided with an emergenc/^ghtiiig system which shall be activated by
U. L. approved smoke detectors/\

(4) Have access to the means|6# egress marked by readily visible signs in cases
where it is not immediatel^hiBle to the passengers.

(5) Conform interiot"finches to the fire prevention requirements of § 139.75(d)
(relating to fire proteoton and prevention) which deal with fabric hazards
constituting part of̂ a passenger-carrying amusement ride.

(6) Be pla^Ad or secured with blocking, cribbing, outriggers, guys or other
means to/be sbjble under operating conditions.]

§139.43. P ^ ^ e r - c a r r y i n g rides.
[Tubs^ggarsfchairs, seats, gondolas and other carriers] Amusement rides and amusement

attractmgkhall be designed for safe operation and meet applicable ASTM International
sWcJWBfas described in § 139.41(c) (relating to general), and conform to the other
requirements of this section to the extent they do not conflict with applicable ASTM
International standards.

* * * * *
(4) Self-powered rides. Rides which are self-powered and which are operated by a

passenger shall have the driving mechanism and any moving part that might pose a threat
to the rider guarded and the guards secured in place to prevent passengers from gaining
access to the mechanism.

* * * * *
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(8) Travel clearance. The path of travel of an amusement ride shall have a clearance
envelope THAT MEETS ASTM INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS FOR PATRON
CLEARANCE ENVELOPES, to ensure that a passenger on the ride cannot be injured by
contacting a structural member or other fixed or moveable object when the passenger is
in the riding position in accordance with the manufacturer's specifications.

(9) Emergency brakes and [antiroll back] antirollback devices. Emergency brakes and
[antiroll back] antirollback devices [shall] must be in accordance with manufacturer's
specifications and, if required or recommended by the manufacturer, must be in place and
operational when the ride is open for use by the public.

* * * * * ^ ,

(ii) On rides which make use of inclined tracks, automatic [antiroll fead^ )
antirollback devices shall be installed to prevent backward movement^orlhe
passenger-carrying units in case of failure of the propelling mechan^^, 'unless
movement in the reverse direction would not cause injury or dam,

* * * * * /%,/*%
(11) agMcfayjfemw. ^ » - y y

(i) Signal systems for the starting and stopping of^ami^nerit rides shall be
provided where the operator of the ride does not haw*®lear view of the point at
which passengers are loaded and unloaded, or whereme ride operator does not
have a clear view of oncoming or returning pasieifeer-carrving vehicles with
sufficient line-of-sight to prevent a collision?'AWgnal system must be a
mechanical, electronic or other system th#meets or exceeds the manufacturer's
recommendations. <%> ̂ *>/

(ii) A code of signals adopted fbrj% operation of an amusement ride shall be
printed and kept posted at both trie operator's station and the signalman's [stations]
station. A person who may use Aese signals shall be [carefully] adequately
instructed in their use. « \ \

y^ '\*t' * * * *
(12) Protection against mo%mg parts.

(i) An amusement ride may not be used or operated while a person is [so
located as to/located in a position where a person would be endangered by [it] the
amusement rmsw Areas in which persons may be endangered shall be fenced,
bamcadWbr otherwise guarded against public intrusion.

f>>y
(13) ^muigment ride and attraction ancillary equipment.

•^Air compressors and hydraulic equipment.
* * * * *

(B) Air compressor tanks and other receivers used [inconnection] in
connection with air compressors [shall] must comply with 34 Pa. Code
Chapter 3a (relating to boilers and unfired pressure vessels).

Subchapter C. OPERATION, MAINTENANCE AND RECORDS

§ 139.71. General requirement.
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(a) Owners and operators of amusement rides, devices and structures shall [use ASTM
Standards on Amusement Rides and Devices] conform to the ASTM International F-24
Committee Standards in effect as of the date the amusement ride or amusement attraction
is registered with the Department, as they pertain to owner/lessee/operator
responsibilities for equipment erection, testing, operation, maintenance and inspection.
[ASTM Standards, October 1984, and subsequent amendments, are incorporated by
reference.] Changes or modifications to the ASTM International F-24 Committee
Standards after this registration date may not apply to the amusement ride or amusement
attraction unless the standards themselves require retroactive implementation or the ^%

Department makes adherence to these new standards a condition of registration. ^ , , ! '
(b) An amusement ride or amusement attraction shall be constructed, maintained Itnd

operated in strict accordance with the applicable ASTM International F-24 Committee"
Standards. If the attraction is modified, the latest version of the ASTM ,W Amtional F-24
Committee Standards shall apply to the change, alteration or modificatio^Jfthe
modification is a major modification, the owner, operator or manufacrtor shall also
comply with § 139.78 (relating to rebuilt and modified rides). L^f)

(c) Air compressors and hydraulic equipment shall be in;pgc^A&er § 139.43(13)
(relating to passenger-carrying rides).

§ 139.72. Erection/disassembly of amusement rideaWd attractions.
The owner or lessee shall cause each amusemen^a^-xlevice or attraction to be erected

in accordance with the manufacturer's recomnierfM^ns as provided for in ASTM
International F-24 Committee Standards, aa&jsnllT conform to the other requirements of
this section to the extent they do not cqnflkf%3:th applicable ASTM International
Standards.

(2) Proximity to highwoikSge lines. Amusement rides shall be located at least
[10] 15 feet from susdend^high voltage lines CARRYING GREATER THAN
600 VOLTS, OR ASWHERWISE DEFINED IN THE NATIONAL
ELECTRICAL CQDE.

(3) Ride eSry and discharge. Safe and adequate means of normal entry and
normal djachabpe from each ride shall be provided.

* * * * *
1) [No] A means of egress [shall] must be [less than 22] at least 36

Mches in width.

(x) Stairways, passageways, ramps, landings or platforms [may not be
less than 22] must be at least 36 inches in width for single lane passage or
44 inches for double lane passage. Landings or platforms [may not be less
than] must be at least 3 feet long measured in the direction of travel.

(xi) Stair treads [shall] must be at least 9 inches deep, exclusive of
nosing, and the rise may not exceed 8 inches. Between two connecting
levels, the treads [shall] must be uniform depth and the risers [shall] must
be of uniform height. The slope of ramps may not exceed one in ten
except that when nonslip surfaces are provided.
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§ 139.73. Electrical system and equipment.
* * * * *

(c) Where electrical distribution and transmission lines have not been de-energized or
where special insulating barriers to prevent physical contact with the lines have [have]
not been erected, a person shall be designated to give timely warning for all maneuvers of
equipment, ride structures and machinery operated proximate to the lines so that ample
clearance is maintained.

* * * * *
(g) Services shall be installed in conformance with Article [230] 525 of the Natip%qJ>J

Electrical Code [(NFPA 70-1984) and as subsequently amended]. "" % %J)
(h) Temporary electrical power and lighting installation shall be permitted^urmg

periods of construction, remodeling or demolition activities. Temporary^le%ical power
and [lightings] lighting shall be permitted for a period not to exceed 904%!when
associated with operating amusement rides or attractions. • *v ^

§ 139.74. Temporary wiring.
(a) Feeders shall be provided with overcurrent protectiOrM&aecordance with the load

imposed and conductor size as specified in Article 240 ^fth&National Electrical Code
[(NFPA70-1984) and as subsequently amended].

* * * * #'
(m) [Receptables] Receptacles and attachng.enfp|u%s [shall] nfust be of the grounding

type and have ground fault interrupter (GFJ| pcdle&ion.

§ 139.75. Fire protection and prevention.
(a) Approved U. L. fire extinguiArs shall be provided at [gas driven] gasoline-driven

rides and otherwise where nd&gshyyto secure reasonable and adequate protection from
fire hazards. FIRE EXTINGUISHERS SHALL BE PLACED SO AS TO BE
ACCESSED AND IN US# WITHIN 20 SECONDS OF A PERSON SPOTTING A
FIRE, AND SHALKjE SUFFICIENTLY REMOVED OR PROTECTED FROM
HIGHLY-FLAMMAmE OR EXPLODING MATERIAL TO PREVENT THEIR
DAMAGE OR&ESTRUCTION IN THE INITIAL EXPLOSION OR FLAMES.

(d) ^bri®sconstituting part of an amusement ride shall:
<*=**& fl) Conform to the following requirements, based on tests conducted in

accordance with [the requirements of] ASTM-E-84, or its current successor
document:

§ 139.76. Ride and attraction operators and [attraction] attendants.
[(a)] The ride operator shall operate the ride, device or attraction as follows:

(4) The operator may not [opeate] operate a ride while under the influence of
alcohol or drugs.
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(6) There shall be sufficient numbers of operators and attendants, and this
number shall meet or exceed the number of operators recommended by the
manufacturer of the ride, device or attraction. THE NUMBER OF OPERATORS
AND ATTENDANTS SHALL MEET OR EXCEED THE NUMBER OF
OPERATORS AND ATTENDANTS RECOMMENDED BY THE
MANUFACTURER OF THE RIDE, DEVICE OR ATTRACTION OR THE
NUMBER PRESCRIBED IN THE ASTM INTERNATIONAL F-24
COMMITTEE STANDARDS, WHICHEVER NUMBER IS HIGHER. f>%

[(b) The operator shall lock-out the electrical disconnect switch when restoration, ($J'
electrical power to an amusement ride or attraction could create a hazard to pdr|d%s'?

during the performance of maintenance, repair, inspection or an emergency e^a&ation of
persons, and ensure that it remains locked out until restoration of powei^wiljWt create a
hazard.] ,.\X

§ 139.77. Maintenance of amusement rides and attractions. ^ \ %
(a) Maintenance program. The owner of an amusement ride oiirotasement attraction

shall implement a program of maintenance, testing and inspection, based on
manufacturer's recommendations, providing for the duties ana'responsibilities necessary
in the care of each amusement ride or attraction. Thejnajntenance program [shall] must
include a [check list] checklist to be made availab^o^the person performing the
regularly scheduled maintenance. The maintenancef|lf ogram [shall] must include, but is
not limited to, the ASTM International F-2^OofJteiittee Standards for the operation,
maintenance, testing and inspections. y

(b) Electricity lock-out. A person perferffling maintenance or repairs, or making an
inspection, shall lock-out the electricaWKsconnect switch when restoration of electrical
power to an amusement ride or^aaW&nent attraction could create a hazard to persons
during the performance of rnjunte^ance, repair, inspection or an emergency evacuation of
persons, and ensure that it rer&ains locked out until restoration of power will not create a
hazard. ^

(c) Identification£nd rating plates. Manufacturers' identification information affixed
to the ride or attaacticfe^shall be maintained in a readily visible and legible condition at all
times to the iasWtor.

[(c)] W) "*%*
[(d)]M *%**
[(e)fWpdrticulations and bearings.

^ " (8) A record of each inspection, test and maintenance shall be made
immediately upon completion of the inspection/test and shall indicate those
components subjected to special examination, such as x-ray, liquid penetrant,
magnetic particle or ultrasonic testing and the dates the examinations were
performed. The record shall also include breakdowns or repairs and violations of
this chapter with action taken to rectify the violation. The record shall be kept
and made available to the Department and qualified inspector for at least 1 year
THREE YEARS. Additional retention periods for this documentation may be
advisable.
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§ 139.79. Records.
"(a) The owner or lessee of an amusement ride or amusement attraction shall maintain

the following records onsite FOR THREE YEARS, and make them available [to] upon
request of the Department, the Department's representative [and] or the qualified
inspector.

(1) Daily inspection records. Daily inspection records—including daily ride-
specific inspection checklist records referenced in ASTM International F-24
Committee Standards—shall be prepared and maintained by the owner, les&g
operator who shall be experienced and knowledgeable in the proper a&erabj^ and
operation of the ride or attraction. The inspection and tests [shall] muSfUBelude
operation of control devices, speed-limiting devices, brakes and^th&safety
equipment. The inspection shall be made each day the ride or attrition is put into
normal operation. x\^

(2) Tests. Tests recommended by the manufacturer shaj^%y*porded and a copy
made available to the Department, the Department's j ep i^nMive and the
qualified inspector. Evidence of satisfactory test re"W«#hall be recorded on a
form or statement by one of the following:

(iii) A [registered licensed] profe|Si
(iv) A person recommended bythi

the test.

engineer.
manufacturer as qualified to perform

K "V
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